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Introduction

1 INTRODUCTION
The Blackjack Creek watershed covers an area of 12.3 square miles in eastern Kitsap County and is
considered one of the largest and most productive salmon watersheds in the south Kitsap subregion (May
and Peterson, 2003). The watershed supports two genetically distinct runs of chum salmon, a summer run
and a late fall run, as well as Chinook and coho salmon, steelhead, and cutthroat trout. The Suquamish
Tribe conducted an assessment of the watershed that identified critical ecosystem components and key
ecological attributes (KEAs), their current status, and human-caused pressures on KEAs. The goal of the
watershed assessment is to develop a Watershed Plan for protection and restoration strategies and actions
in the Blackjack Creek watershed that will protect and restore watershed, riparian, floodplain and stream
habitats. In particular, the Tribe is focused on protecting and restoring processes and habitat functions that
support the recovery and self-maintenance, resilience and persistence of native salmonid populations and
their life history diversity, such that salmonid populations can support tribal harvest for future
generations.
This Blackjack Creek Watershed Protection and Restoration Plan (hereafter referred to as the Watershed
Plan) includes a summary overview of the watershed assessment findings, a set of strategies for
addressing degraded watershed processes, and 46 recommended actions for the protection and restoration
of ecological processes and habitats in the Blackjack Creek watershed. The plan also includes a step-wise
framework and considerations for prioritizing protection and restoration actions and a comprehensive list
of data gaps and recommendations for future work.
The watershed assessment and this plan have been developed with support from a National Estuary
Program (NEP) Watershed Protection and Restoration Grant from the Washington Department of
Ecology (Ecology #SEANEP-2014-SuquTr-00072) and US EPA assistance agreement #00J99801
(Puget Sound Tribal Capacity Building).
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2 PREVIOUS ASSESSMENTS AND ONGOING
INVESTIGATIONS
This project began with a comprehensive review of existing data, technical reports, studies, and
assessments of the Blackjack Creek watershed. The Synthesis of Existing Data and Reports Memorandum
(ESA, 2016) summarizes key findings of existing studies and provides an inventory of previous and
ongoing restoration and protection activities in the watershed (see Appendix A).
Several documents related to salmonid habitat, stream typing, fish passage, flow regimes, stream biology,
and land use in the Blackjack Creek watershed were summarized, including:
•

Salmonid Habitat Limiting Factors, Water Resource Area 15 – East (Haring, 2000)

•

Kitsap Salmonid Refugia Report (May and Peterson, 2003)

•

West Sound Water Type Assessment – Phase II (Wild Fish Conservancy, 2014)

•

Fish Passage and Diversion Screening Inventory (Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife
[WDFW], 2016a)

•

Blackjack Creek Comprehensive Management Plan for the City of Port Orchard (FishPro, 1987)

•

Sinclair Inlet Enhancement Opportunities-Aquascape II (Naval Facilities, 2010)

A compilation of existing data from several historic or ongoing sources included:
•

Streamflow Data for Blackjack Creek (historic and ongoing)

•

Stream temperature data collected by Suquamish Tribe from 2003-present (ongoing)

•

WDFW and Suquamish Tribe Salmon Spawner Monitoring (ongoing)

•

Kitsap County Stream Benthic Macroinvertebrate Monitoring (ongoing)

•

Sinclair Inlet Fecal Pollution Reduction Project (2013)

•

Kitsap Water Pollution Identification & Correction Program: 2015 Annual Water Quality Report
(2015)

A more complete list of existing data sources and publications is provided in the memorandum (Appendix
A).
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3 WATERSHED ASSESSMENT FINDINGS
The Blackjack Creek Key Ecological Attributes and Pressures Assessment (ESA, 2017a) summarized
available information for salmonids in the watershed, including existing habitat conditions, and examined
pressures and stressors on ecosystem processes in the watershed. Key findings of the watershed
assessment are summarized in this section to provide context for the strategies and actions recommended
in this Watershed Plan.
The Blackjack Creek watershed is comprised of six subbasins: Lower Blackjack Creek, Middle Blackjack
Creek, Upper Blackjack Creek, Ruby Creek, Square Creek, and Square Lake subbasins (Figure 1). There
are two primary tributary streams of Blackjack Creek, Ruby Creek and Square Creek, both of which
originate at Square Lake, a shallow 30-acre lake in the western portion of the watershed. There are 36
miles of stream channels in the watershed, 20 of which are classified as fish habitat (WFC, 2014). The
Lower Blackjack Creek subbasin is the largest at 3.8 square miles (Table 1).
Table 1. Subbasin Characteristics of the Blackjack Creek Watershed
Subbasin

Drainage Area (mi2)

Topographic Relief (ft)

Ruby Creek

2.0

383.0

Square Creek

2.5

320.8

Square Lake

0.3

147.7

Lower Blackjack Creek

3.8

391.0

Middle Blackjack Creek

2.4

272.8

Upper Blackjack Creek

1.3

275.9

Watershed Total

12.3

N/A

Five salmonid species (chum, coho, and Chinook salmon, and steelhead and cutthroat trout) are found in
the Blackjack Creek watershed. Chum and coho salmon have documented presence in all subbasins of the
watershed, except for Square Lake. Chum is the most abundant salmon species in the watershed and
includes fish from two distinctive stocks designated by spawn timing: a summer run and a late fall run.
Steelhead trout have documented presence only in the Lower, Middle, and Upper Blackjack Creek
subbasins. Other salmonid species with presence in Blackjack Creek watershed include Chinook salmon,
and cutthroat trout, which occur in more limited numbers than chum and coho salmon. More information
on salmonid populations, including abundance estimates and distribution maps, can be found in the Key
Ecological Attributes and Pressures Assessment (ESA, 2017a).
Critical ecosystem components for protection and restoration in the Blackjack Creek watershed are listed
in Table 2. The categories and components listed align with the region’s Chinook Salmon Recovery Plan
(PSRITT, 2015).
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SOURCES: Puget Sound LiDAR Consortium, 2000; ESA, 2016; Open Street Maps, 2016; Kitsap County, 2016

Figure 1.
Blackjack Creek Watershed and Subbasins
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Table 2. Ecosystem Components and Categories for the Blackjack Creek Watershed
Assessment
Category

Ecosystem Component
Upland
Stream channel <50 m bankfull width

Freshwater Habitat

Side channels
Floodplains and wetlands
Lakes

Estuarine and Marine Habitat

Tidal delta
Bluff-backed beaches
Chinook salmon
Chum salmon

Species

Coho salmon
Cutthroat trout
Steelhead

Like many watersheds in Puget Sound, historic and current land uses in the Blackjack Creek watershed
have substantially altered the ecological and watershed processes that drive habitat structure and
ecosystem functions. Human activities have been the major cause of ecosystem destruction, degradation,
and impairment through habitat conversion, pollution, and alteration of watercourses and flow patterns.
The watershed assessment identified a set of stressors that affect the critical ecosystem components
(Table 3). The stressors and pressure categories are aligned with the Puget Sound Pressures Assessment
(PSPA) (McManus et al. 2014), which is adapted from the region’s Chinook Recovery Framework
(PSRITT, 2015).
Table 3. Pressure Categories and Stressors on Ecosystem Components
Pressure Category

Stressor (PSPA Identification)
Land conversion (A1, A2, A3)
Terrestrial habitat fragmentation (B)

Habitat Loss and Conversion

Shoreline hardening and stabilization (C)
Terrestrial and freshwater species disturbance in human dominated
areas and in natural landscapes (G1 and G2)
Displacement by non-native species (R2)

Fish Migration Barriers and
Barriers to Longitudinal Habitat
Connectivity

Culverts as fish passage barriers (E2)
In-channel structural barriers to water, sediment, debris flows (M1)
Altered peak flows and low flows from land cover change (J1 and K1)

Alteration in Hydrologic Regime

Altered peak flows and low flows from climate change (J2 and K2)
Altered low flows from withdrawals (K3)
Changing precipitation amounts and patterns (AA)
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Pressure Category

Stressor (PSPA Identification)
Non-point source, persistent and non-persistent toxic chemicals in
aquatic systems (U2 and V2)

Water Quality

Nonpoint source conventional water pollutants (X2)
Changes in water temperature from local causes (X3)

The assessment of critical ecosystem components and stressors included a review of existing research,
technical reports, spatial data (GIS), field data, and limited site visits on freshwater habitats, the estuary,
and salmonids. Key findings from the assessment include the following:
•

Land cover analyses show an increased amount of impervious surface and a decreased level of
forest cover in the watershed from historical conditions (i.e., predevelopment), and these changes
have continued in the most recent years. Currently, only the Lower Blackjack Creek subbasin
has a degree of imperviousness that likely impairs the natural hydrologic regime and
negatively impacts stream health.

•

Relatively intact riparian forests are found throughout the watershed, except for the Middle
Blackjack Creek and parts of the Ruby subbasins. These areas support agricultural land uses (or
did in the recent past) that have impacted vegetative cover and stream habitat. The Middle
Blackjack Creek subbasin also supports the greatest amount of wetlands in the watershed,
suggesting that protection and restoration of degraded conditions will be particularly important in
this subbasin for improving conditions for salmonids in the watershed.

•

The Square Creek subbasin has the least amount of pasture and grasslands and amount of land
cover associated with development (bare earth and built or impervious surfaces). Within the
riparian zone in particular, it has the least amount of development of any subbasin in the
watershed.

•

Where riparian forests are present, large woody debris recruited into Ruby and Square creeks is
likely retained within the subbasins and not exported downstream to the mainstem of Blackjack
Creek. However, based on the flow regime of Blackjack Creek (which demonstrates
significantly higher winter flows than either Ruby or Square creeks) and the increased stream
channel gradient, locally recruited wood has at least some potential for downstream transport to
Middle Blackjack Creek, much of which currently has little to no potential for LWD recruitment.
However, the presence of a large wetland complex and the Sidney Road crossing likely limit
wood transport into the downstream section of Middle Blackjack.

•

Floodplain connectivity and channel migration processes have been impaired, particularly in
the Middle Blackjack Creek subbasin. Upstream of Sedgwick Road, the mainstem is
extensively channelized through agricultural areas, although the creek is still at an appropriate
elevation to overflow onto its floodplain at high flows. Portions of Ruby Creek are channelized
for agricultural purposes, although more recent wetland restoration efforts have re-established
sinuosity and channel complexity in certain areas.
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•

Habitat connectivity between Blackjack Creek and its tributaries is generally functioning, with
nine complete barriers to fish passage currently identified on Blackjack Creek and its
tributaries. Most of these occur fairly high in the watershed, on Square and Ruby creeks or their
tributaries, with the exception being three barriers on a right bank tributary in the Middle
Blackjack Creek subbasin.

•

Based on monitoring conducted by the Suquamish Tribe, stream temperatures in lower
Blackjack Creek have exceeded the Washington State temperature standard of 16oC 7 Day
Average Daily Maximum (7DADmax) for "Core Summer Salmonid Habitat" in just 2 years
between 2003 and 2017, and on an infrequent basis. More recently, monitoring in 2015–2017
indicates that some portions of upper Ruby Creek and upper Blackjack Creek are warmer and
more frequently exceed temperature standards. Continued temperature monitoring is key to
understanding stream temperature conditions in the watershed in response to land use, climate
change, and restoration actions.

•

Only two segments of Blackjack Creek have been listed as Category 5 waters (for dissolved
oxygen) in the current Washington State water quality assessment. Water quality at the mouth
of Blackjack Creek has improved from 2008 to 2013 and now meets Ecology standards for
primary contact. This trend is supported by B-IBI data, which have shown consistently higher
scores in recent years (2012–2015) after large yearly fluctuations from 2000-2011.

•

The lower reach of Ruby Creek (which is within the Port Orchard UGA) is at particular risk of
additional commercial and residential development, which may further reduce riparian
function through clearing and conversion of forest to built environment and impervious surfaces.

•

Much of the Blackjack Creek estuary has been filled over and highly altered by historic
development (particularly since 1940s). Although natural tidal exchange is substantially
constricted by the Bay Street crossing at the mouth of the stream, an active delta remains with a
limited amount of intertidal mudflat and fringing salt marsh extending approximately 1,500 feet
upstream.

•

As a rain-dominated watershed, the anticipated effects on watershed hydrology, sediment
dynamics, and habitat formation from climate change in the Blackjack Creek watershed are not
related to projected recession of glaciers or loss of snowpack. Rather, the projected long-term
trend of increased winter storm events and precipitation intensity could be expected to alter
flood frequency in the region and have related impacts on geomorphic and ecologic processes. In
addition, climate change may include increased stream temperatures and reduced low flows
due to increased warming temperatures in the summer, both of which are expected to impact fish
passage and habitat suitability.

•

Although ecological processes and riparian/instream habitat conditions have been impacted by
land use development, the watershed supports moderate numbers (although much reduced
from pre-development times) of salmonids, including distinctive runs of summer chum and a late
fall chum salmon. Lower Blackjack Creek supports a large amount of spawning activity for
chum and coho salmon. Upper Blackjack also provides key spawning and rearing habitat, while
Ruby and Square Creek provide important flow, sediment, and temperature functions while also
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supporting some spawning and rearing. Although salmonid habitat and use in the Middle
Blackjack Creek subbasin is currently limited by agricultural development, if restored, this area
could provide important refugia and support substantial salmonid rearing.
The result of a qualitative evaluation of stream reaches is shown in Table 4. The evaluation used existing
data and limited ground truthing to classify stream segments or reaches as either “impaired,” “moderately
impaired,” or “functioning” for watershed and reach scale. The results were used in the identification of
protection and restoration strategies and actions presented in this plan (see Chapters 4 and 5). In general,
future implementation of protection and restoration actions should aim to move indicators from
“impaired” and “moderately impaired” toward “functioning.”
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Table 4.
Summary of Reach-scale Stream Evaluations of Watershed Processes and Key Ecological Attributes in the Blackjack Creek Watershed
Watershed Processes and Key Ecological Attributes

River Mile or
Location

Confinement
(*artificial)

Hydrologic
Regime

Sediment
Regime

Riparian Areas and
Wetlands

Organic Matter
Inputs

Nutrient
Supply

Floodplain Channel
Interactions

Habitat Connectivity

Fish Passage

Water Quality

Estuary

0.0/Mouth

Confined*

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Impaired

Impaired

Moderately Impaired

N/A

Impaired

Functioning

Functioning

Lower Mainstem

RM 0.0–3.2

Confined

Functioning

Functioning

Functioning

Moderately Impaired

Functioning

Functioning

Functioning

Functioning

Functioning

Upper Mainstem

RM 3.2–4.3

Moderately
Confined

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Functioning

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Functioning

Functioning

Confined*

Impaired

Impaired

Impaired

Impaired

Impaired

Impaired

Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Functioning

Reach

Lower Blackjack Creek

Tributaries

Middle Blackjack Creek
Lower Reaches

RM 4.3–5.0

Confined*

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Functioning

Functioning

Middle Reaches

RM 5.0–5.9

Unconfined
(some
artificial)*

Impaired

Impaired

Impaired

Impaired

Impaired

Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Functioning

Functioning

Upper Reaches

RM 5.9–6.1

Unknown

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Functioning

Functioning

Functioning

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Functioning

Moderately Impaired

Lower Reaches

RM 0.0–0.7

Moderately
Confined*

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Impaired

Functioning

Middle Reaches

RM 0.7–2.0

Moderately
Confined*

Impaired

Impaired

Impaired

Impaired

Impaired

Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Impaired

Functioning

Upper Reaches

RM 2.0–Square
Lake

Unconfined

Functioning

Functioning

Functioning

Functioning

Functioning

Functioning

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Functioning

Mainstem

Sidney Rd–Square
Lake

Moderately
Confined*

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Functioning

Moderately Impaired

Functioning

Tributaries

East & West

Unconfined

Functioning

Functioning

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Functioning

Moderately Impaired

Functioning

Moderately Impaired

Functioning

Square Lake

N/A

N/A

N/A

Functioning

Functioning

Functioning

N/A

Functioning

Functioning

Unknown

Mainstem

RM 6.0–7.5

Unconfined

Functioning

Functioning

Functioning

Unknown

Functioning

Functioning

Functioning

Moderately Impaired

Moderately Impaired

Tributaries

West (2)

Unconfined

Functioning

Functioning

Functioning

Functioning

Functioning

Functioning

Functioning

Functioning

Functioning

Ruby Creek

Square Creek

Square Lake
Lake (no streams)

Upper Blackjack Creek
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4 PROTECTION AND RESTORATION STRATEGIES
Strategies for addressing degraded KEAs and watershed processes in the Blackjack Creek watershed
include both protection and restoration approaches. Using the results of the watershed assessment, a total
of 13 strategies and sub-strategies were identified by the project team. The strategies and sub-strategies
were developed around process-based restoration principles and considerations as described in the
Recommended Strategies and Actions Memorandum (ESA, 2017b).
The following sections provide a description of each strategy and sub-strategy along with the stressor
addressed (per the stressors delineated and defined in the Puget Sound Pressures Assessment (PSPA)
[McManus et al., 2014] and as used in the region’s Chinook Salmon Recovery Plan [PSRITT, 2015]). A
complete table of strategies, suggested application, and the expected benefits to salmonids and to
ecosystem processes is included as Appendix B.

Protection Strategies
Protection strategies focus on increasing habitat protection in the watershed through direct acquisitions
and conservation easements, improved protection of natural systems through strengthened and/or
enforced land use regulations, and protecting instream flow conditions for salmonids. The protection
strategy includes three sub-strategies, summarized in Table 5.
Table 5. Recommended Protection Strategies and Sub-strategies
Strategy

Sub-strategy

P1.1 Acquisitions
and conservation
easements

Description
Protect upland, wetland, and riparian habitats that are minimally impaired by
floodplain modifications and have an intact riparian forested corridor through
acquisition or conservation easements. This strategy addresses the most critical
stressor on ecosystem components, the conversion of land cover for residential,
commercial, and industrial uses. By limiting conversion of land cover, this strategy
addresses riparian and floodplain processes by protecting peak and base streamflow,
sediment loading, in-stream wood presence and recruitment, channel and floodplain
complexity, water temperature, and food chain support. This strategy may also be
needed to implement certain restoration actions.
Stressor(s) addressed: Land conversion (A1, A2, A3); Terrestrial habitat
fragmentation (B)

P1. Protect
Blackjack Creek
habitat
conditions
P1.2 Improve
compliance
and/or
strengthen land
use regulations

Improve compliance with land use regulations through better enforcement and
landowner practice and also strengthen regulations to protect watershed functions
and upland, wetland, and riparian habitats. This includes development standards that
maintain a cumulative forest cover and effective impervious surface; planning
mechanisms and incentives to use a watershed-based approach, including transfer of
development rights; and locating and designing development that is informed by and
consistent with spatial information developed as part of this watershed assessment.
This strategy addresses riparian and floodplain processes by protecting headwater
and floodplain wetlands, and protecting and restoring riparian functions such as
shade, in-stream wood presence and recruitment, and natural bank stabilization.
Stressor(s) addressed: Land conversion (A1, A2, A3); Terrestrial habitat
fragmentation (B)
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Strategy

Sub-strategy

P1.3 Protect (and
improve
understanding
of) instream low
flow conditions

Description
Protect instream flow conditions important for salmonids by protecting aquifer
recharge areas, implementing actions that enhance or promote groundwater
exchange with surface waters, ensuring that permitted and permit-exempt uses
account for instream flows, and through providing education and outreach. In
addition, the strategy includes developing a better understanding of the relationship
between groundwater and surface water in the watershed, including groundwater
extraction (abstraction), and its effect on low flow conditions by evaluating existing
data, modeling, and other information. This strategy addresses both a near-term
action and an important data gap regarding groundwater-surface water continuity,
the type and amount of out-of-stream water uses (i.e., exempt or permitted
groundwater wells and surface water withdrawals), and the effect on summer low
flows in the watershed.
Stressor(s) addressed: Altered low flows from land cover change (K1); Altered low
flows from climate change (K2); Altered low flows from withdrawals (K3)

Protecting existing habitats is a key strategy for maintaining functioning salmonid habitats and watershed
processes in the Blackjack Creek watershed. However, in addition to protecting intact habitats through
acquisitions and easements, a watershed-based approach to planning for future development or restoration
can also preserve existing functioning watershed processes. For example, preservation of functioning
subbasins where development is likely to occur (identified through downscaled watershed
characterization data) could require mitigation for development such as impervious surface limits, forest
cover retention, stormwater detention and treatment and other low impact development (LID) techniques,
protection of critical areas, and maintenance of riparian buffers (Booth et al., 2002). Negative impacts to
aquatic systems can begin in basins where effective impervious surface is as low as 2 to 3% of land cover.
As impervious-area percentages approach approximately 10%, degradation of stream systems is more
certain. Less empirical data have been collected to assess the direct correlation between forest cover and
stream conditions than for watershed imperviousness and stream conditions, but the literature suggests at
least 60 to 65% forest retention within a basin is needed to retain physical and biological stability of
aquatic systems.
Existing City of Port Orchard and Kitsap County land use and environmental regulations require many of
these approaches to avoid and minimize impacts (through zoning, critical areas, and stormwater
standards). That said, regular review, updates, and compliance enforcement with land use regulations is
essential to ongoing protection within the Blackjack Creek Watershed. Based on review of currently
adopted land use regulations, the greatest opportunities could include: expansion by the City of the
Greenbelt zoning district upstream of SE Lund Ave; and augmenting existing rural zoning district
standards with tree protection, impervious surface limits, and increased protections by the County for
wetlands and riparian corridors (e.g., buffers, allowed alterations, or permitted uses). Enforcement of land
use regulations and implementation of required mitigation is necessary for these protection measures to
have the intended effects to watershed processes and habitats.
The third protection sub-strategy addresses the protection of instream flow conditions. Blackjack Creek
and its tributaries have been closed to further appropriation since April 5, 1960 (WAC 173-515-040). This
strategy supports taking actions now to address potential negative impacts to salmonids from low flow
conditions while also gaining a better understanding of the relationship between groundwater and surface
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water in the watershed and its effect on low flow conditions. This relationship is currently a data gap for
the watershed, and could include reviewing the amount and location of groundwater withdrawals (i.e.,
wells) and other out-of-stream uses and more intensive monitoring of low flow conditions in different
parts of the watershed. The US Geological Survey (USGS) has been conducting modeling on this topic
which should also be reviewed. Similar to P1.2, near-term actions under this strategy include
strengthening or enforcing critical aquifer recharge area regulations on development that prevents
recharge. Protecting instream flows also can be addressed through policies and regulations that ensure
that permitted and permit-exempt uses of groundwater account for senior water rights, including instream
flows. This sub-strategy also includes implementation of watershed or habitat protection and restoration
actions that enhance or promote groundwater exchange with surface waters (e.g., floodplain/wetland
reconnection projects, stormwater retention and LID projects). Lastly, education and outreach aimed at
promoting water conservation (e.g., increasing efficiency and reduced water wastage), use of native,
drought-tolerant vegetation in landscaping, replacing lawns with native vegetation and/or forgoing
watering of lawns, installing low-flow fixtures, etc. The intent of these mechanisms would be to “bank”
water conservation gains and not simply convert the conservation gains into additional water hook-ups.

Restoration Strategies
Restoration strategies focus on restoring impaired or altered watershed processes with the objective of
improving quality and quantity of salmonid habitat in the watershed. Restoration can affect salmonid
habitat and population performance in two ways: 1) improve the quality (structural complexity, water
temperature, bed scour, fine sediment, etc.) of existing habitat thereby affecting salmonid densityindependent survival (productivity), and 2) increase the quantity of salmonid habitat (pools, side channels,
off-channel, in-stream wood, and access to habitats) thereby affecting density-dependent survival
(capacity). In sum, the restoration strategies identified for Blackjack Creek improve both productivity and
capacity for salmonids (Table 6).
Table 6. Recommended Restoration Strategies and Sub-strategies
Strategy

Sub-strategy

R1. Reconnect isolated habitats and
remove barriers to fish passage

Description
Reconnect isolated habitats and improve fish passage through removal of barriers and
replacement of culverts or other artificial structures. This strategy focuses on restoring
longitudinal connectivity at road crossings, improving sediment and organic material
supply and transport, nutrient cycling, and the timing and volume of water.
Stressor(s) addressed: Culverts as fish passage barriers (E2); In-channel structural
barriers to water, sediment, debris flows (M1)

R2. Restore wetland and floodplain
storage processes

Rehabilitate, enhance, or create wetland areas and floodplains to restore natural flood
storage processes. This strategy addresses the loss of storage functions in the upper
and middle portions of the watershed where wetlands and stream reaches have been
altered from past development or reduced beaver activity. Improving wetland and
floodplain storage in upper portions of watershed would act as a buffer against
increased bank erosion from peak flows that occur downstream in the steeper portions
of the stream that have erodible deposits. This strategy also addresses loss of
groundwater recharge functions by improving instream habitat conditions of summer
base flows, dissolved oxygen, and temperatures.
Stressor(s) addressed: Terrestrial and freshwater species disturbance in natural
landscapes (G2); Altered peak flows from land cover change (J1); Altered peak flows
from climate change (J2); Changes in water temperature from local causes (X3)
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Strategy

R3. Remove
constraints to
lateral
connectivity

Sub-strategy

R3.1 Riverine

Description
Restore lateral connectivity of riparian and floodplain areas through removal of
constraints such as bank armor, ditches, or undersized culverts. This strategy focuses on
allowing lateral channel migration; restoring sediment and organic material supply,
storage, and transport; promoting or restoring the formation of side channels and offchannel habitats; floodplain connectivity; and, decreasing stream energy during peak
flow events. This strategy also addresses loss of groundwater recharge functions by
increasing the lateral extent of the hyporheic zone thereby reducing summer water
temperatures and maintaining base flows.
Stressor(s) addressed: In-channel structural barriers to water, sediment, debris flows
(M1); Reduced impacts from incised stream channels and disconnected side channels

R3.2 Tidal

Restore lateral connectivity of estuary through removal of nearshore fill, bridge
abutments, and bank armor. This strategy focuses on allowing tidal exchange,
formation of distributary channels, tidal marsh, and fluvial deposition.
Stressor(s) addressed: Shoreline hardening and stabilization (C) and nearshore fill

R4. Restore riparian processes

Restore riparian processes through the planting of native vegetation along riparian
corridors along with removal of non-native invasive vegetation. This strategy addresses
riparian processes of long-term wood recruitment, stream shading, bank and floodplain
stability and complexity, and food chain support.
Stressor(s) addressed: Terrestrial habitat fragmentation (B); Displacement by nonnative species (R2); Changes in water temperature from local causes (X3)

R5. Place in-channel large woody
debris

Prevent further channel incision and improve habitat through placement of in-channel
large woody material. This strategy focuses on increasing the amount of instream wood
to increase hydraulic roughness and restore channel complexity in the intermediate
period while riparian forests are developing. Wood placement promotes scour and
deposition processes that form complex substrate, pools and bars, and secondary
channel formation.
Stressor(s) addressed: Land conversion (A1, A2, A3); Terrestrial habitat
fragmentation (B); Reduced impacts from incised stream channels and disconnected
side channels

R6. Improve habitat conditions within
and adjacent to agricultural lands

R7. Improve/retrofit stormwater
attenuation capacity and treatment
within and adjacent to developed
areas

Reduce habitat impacts on agricultural lands through development and implementation
of farm plans or other programs that restore riparian and floodplain functions. This
strategy also focuses on reducing unrestricted livestock access to streams and the
potential for damaging vegetation and bank erosion through exclusion methods.
Stressor(s) addressed: Non-point source, non-persistent toxic chemicals in aquatic
systems (V2); Changes in water temperature from local causes (X3); Terrestrial habitat
fragmentation (B); Reduced impacts from incised stream channels and disconnected
side channels
Improve flood storage and attenuation processes by implementing low impact
development activities such as new stormwater runoff facilities, facility retrofits, flow
control, and water quality treatment for stormwater runoff. This strategy addresses the
negative effects of altered stormwater runoff regimes associated with increased
impervious surface coverage by restoring natural storage functions that protect/restore
hydrologic regime.
Stressor(s) addressed: Altered peak flows from land cover change (J1); Non-point
source, non-persistent toxic chemicals in aquatic systems (V2); Non-point source
conventional water pollutants (X2); Changes in water temperature from local causes
(X3); Increased erosion/sediment transport and downstream erosion; increased stream
channel capacity and flood flow that creates incised stream channels
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Strategy

Sub-strategy

R8. Debris Prevention and Removal

Description
Improve water quality and instream habitat structure and condition through the
prevention and removal of accumulated litter and artificial debris such as rubble, riprap,
and other refuse. This strategy addresses aesthetic and environmental health issues
(i.e., garbage and human waste) in localized areas. In some areas, this strategy also
addresses degraded habitat conditions by removing artificial impediments to habitatforming processes that support sediment and organic material supply and transport,
nutrient cycling, and localized hydrology.
Stressor(s) addressed: In-channel structural barriers to water, sediment, debris flows
(M1); Non-point source, non-persistent toxic chemicals in aquatic systems (V2); Nonpoint source conventional water pollutants (X2); Garbage and Solid Waste (i.e., rubbish
and other solid materials including those that entangle wildlife) (9.4 in PSRITT); Work
and Other Activities (i.e., people spending time in or traveling in natural environments
for reasons other than recreation or military activities) (6.3 in PSRITT)
Support citizen-based watershed monitoring groups and landowner education
programs about habitat protection through development, funding, or assistance. This
strategy focuses on the support and promotion of community education and outreach
in the watershed such as planting and weed removal events, rain garden construction
and maintenance workshops, and interpretative programs.

R9. Public Involvement

Potential focus areas for community education include: the benefits of native plant
species to the ecosystem and salmonids; ecological role and benefits of beaver on the
landscape; protection of native plant communities (forests, wetlands), and soils; the
relationship between impervious surface and aquatic habitat conditions; the protection
of natural hydrologic regimes through stormwater retention and LID techniques; the
protection of salmonid habitat through stormwater treatment; and, the protection of
salmonid habitat through increased water conservation and reduced groundwater
extraction (abstraction).
Stressor(s) addressed: Terrestrial habitat fragmentation (B); Terrestrial and freshwater
species disturbance in human dominated areas (G1); Non-point source, non-persistent
toxic chemicals in aquatic systems (V2); Non-point source conventional water
pollutants (X2)
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Results Chains
Results chains are tools to help illustrate assumptions or hypotheses about how a recommended strategy
will protect and/or restore watershed processes and habitat structure and function (CMP, 2013). They are
a graphic representation of the assumed causal pathways to achieve the desired outcomes for habitat and
salmonid survival in an “if – then” framework (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Basic Components of a Results Chain

Results chains are a recommended tool of the Open Standards Framework for the Practice of
Conservation, an overarching framework of the Blackjack Creek watershed assessment. Open Standards
includes a companion software (Miradi) to create the graphical depictions. For this Watershed Plan,
results chains were developed for each strategy described above and are presented as Appendix C.
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5 RECOMMENDED ACTIONS
Recommended actions for the protection and restoration of salmonid habitat in the Blackjack Creek
watershed are presented below by subbasin. Several of the actions were recommended in previous
assessments and plans and have been modified based on current conditions and for the purposes of this
Watershed Plan. Actions were preliminarily identified and discussed in the Recommended Strategies and
Actions Memorandum (ESA, 2017b), and presented to project partners and stakeholders at a workshop in
November 2017, and subsequently refined based on feedback and input.

Lower Blackjack Creek
The Blackjack Creek watershed downstream of State Route (SR) 16 is characterized by a combination of
residential and commercial land uses within the City of Port Orchard. Throughout this area, the lower
mainstem of Blackjack Creek flows through a steep ravine of mostly forested riparian corridor that varies
in width (generally between 600 feet and 1,100 feet). The overall riparian conditions in the Lower
Blackjack Creek subbasin range from functioning (generally along the mainstem) to impaired (in some of
the tributary streams due to tree removal and development with impervious and semi-pervious surfaces).
In tributary streams where riparian conditions are impaired, the degree of imperviousness could alter
downstream functions in the mainstem, especially those related to flow and water quality. Improving or
retrofitting stormwater systems to provide improved treatment and attenuation would help mitigate
potential impacts from ongoing land development adjacent to tributary streams.
Conversely, riparian conditions are functioning along the mainstem of Blackjack Creek where the stream
flows through a steep ravine upstream of the estuary. The ravine provides some of the best riparian habitat
in the watershed in terms of intactness, connectivity, riparian zone width, and vegetation composition.
These qualities support stream functions that maintain suitable spawning, rearing, and migratory fish
habitat conditions within the lower mainstem, and are likely the cause for relatively large amounts of
spawning activity for chum and coho salmon in the subbasin. Protecting this high quality habitat through
purchase, easements, or strengthened land use development standards would be appropriate in this portion
of the lower mainstem reach. A particular challenge in the ravine is ongoing and unpermitted human
habitation that can have impacts on water quality, vegetation, and stream bank erosion. Addressing this
source of impact is also important to preserving riparian and instream habitat conditions of the mainstem.
The natural characteristics of the estuary have been highly altered or lost entirely by development
including significant fill of historic intertidal area. Natural tidal exchange at the mouth of the stream is
substantially constricted by the Bay Street crossing. An active tidal delta remains with a limited amount
of intertidal mudflat and fringing salt marsh extending approximately 1,500 feet upstream. Restoration of
the tidal delta through removal of fill, structures, and riprap along with riparian planting would increase
important rearing and migratory habitat for juvenile salmonids passing through the delta as well as
providing a holding area for adults moving into Blackjack Creek. Thirteen (13) actions are identified for
the Lower Blackjack Creek subbasin (Table 7 and Figure 3).
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Table 7. Recommended Actions – Lower Blackjack Creek Subbasin
Reach

River Mile or
Location

Estuary/Nearshore

0.0/Mouth

Lower Mainstem

RM 0.0–3.2

Upper Mainstem

RM 3.2–4.3

Tributaries

n/a

Action
LBJ1–Tidal Delta/Nearshore Restoration
LBJ2–Viewing Platform
LBJ3–Protect Riparian Habitat
LBJ4–Large Woody Debris Placement
LBJ5–Invasive Plant Removal
LBJ6–Removal of Abandoned Foot Bridge
LBJ7–Maintain or Expand Protective Zoning
LBJ8–Restoration between Sedgwick and SE Dogwood Road and also Right
Bank Tributary
LBJ9–Fish Passage Improvements (at least 4 road crossings
LBJ10–Fish Passage Improvements @ SR16
LBJ11–Restoration @ Confluence of Blackjack and Ruby Creeks
LBJ12–Review and Improve Regulations and Requirements
LBJ13–Stormwater Retrofits
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Figure 3.
Protection and Restoration Actions – Lower Blackjack Creek Subbasin
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Action

LBJ1–Tidal Delta Restoration

Description

Develop a master plan for the Blackjack Creek tidal delta and adjacent nearshore
that includes a comprehensive review of opportunities to restore tidal processes
and estuarine habitat, land ownership and feasibility, and potential impacts from
sea level rise. Meanwhile, implement restoration in the estuary and/or nearshore
if/when opportunities arise. Restoration actions could include: removal of intertidal
fill, armoring, concrete and other debris; restoration of riparian habitat by planting
native vegetation; and improvement of forage fish spawning habitat by beach
restoration. [this action is modified from Aquascape Projects 71, 72, and 73]

Outcome

Strategies Addressed

Restoration of the tidal delta improves the lateral connectivity of the estuary,
allowing for tidal exchange, the formation of distributary channels, and fluvial
deposition. Increases and improves natural shoreline habitat for beach spawning
species. Planting native vegetation restores riparian processes (long-term wood
recruitment, shading, bank complexity, and food chain support). This action would
also include public involvement and community education due to its location in the
City and along major transportation corridors.
R3.2 Remove constraints to lateral connectivity (Tidal)
R4. Restore riparian processes
R8. Debris Prevention and Removal
R9. Public Involvement

LBJ1 Photographs: Left: Mouth of Blackjack Creek facing downstream (pedestrian bridge in background).
Right: Blackjack Creek estuary upstream of Bay Street bridge.
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Action

LBJ2–Viewing Platform

Description

Appropriately sited (to avoid environmental impacts) viewing platform and/or interpretive area near
pedestrian bridge or in the vicinity of estuary. [this action is modified from Aquascape II Project 81]

Outcome

Promotes community education and awareness of historical habitat impacts, salmon, and salmonid
habitat improvement and protection in the watershed.

Strategies
Addressed

P1.2 Improve compliance and/or strengthen land use regulations
R9. Public Involvement

LBJ2 Photographs: Existing pedestrian bridge across tidal delta, facing north from Bay Street bridge

Action

LBJ3–Protect Riparian Habitat

Description

Acquire and protect high quality riparian habitat along Blackjack Creek through acquisition and/or
conservation easements; continue protection and development restrictions in lower Blackjack Creek
ravine. [this action is modified from Aquascape II Project 70]

Outcome

Addresses riparian and floodplain processes by protecting peak and base streamflow, sediment
loading, in-stream wood, channel and floodplain complexity, water temperature, and food chain
support. This action would also address the ongoing and unpermitted human habitation and the
associated impacts on water quality, vegetation, and stream bank erosion. This action would
improve and increase compliance of land use regulations to protect watershed functions and upland,
wetland, and riparian habitats through better enforcement and landowner practice.

Strategies
Addressed

P1.1 Acquisitions and conservation easements
P1.2 Improve compliance and/or strengthen land use regulations
R8. Debris Prevention and Removal ]

LBJ3 Photograph: Riparian habitat in lower Blackjack Creek ravine.
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Action
Description

Outcome

Strategies
Addressed

LBJ4–Large Woody Debris Placement
Investigate conditions and develop strategy for LWD addition within the lower two miles of Blackjack
Creek. This action would involve LWD placement until full riparian function is restored and would
specifically target salmonid habitats that would benefit most from acceleration of forest succession.
[this action is modified from Aquascape II Project 77]
Prevents further channel incision and improves habitat through placement of in-channel large woody
material. This action focuses on increasing the amount of instream wood to increase hydraulic
roughness and restore channel complexity in the intermediate period while riparian forests are
developing. Wood placement promotes scour and deposition processes that form complex
substrate, pools and bars, and secondary channel formation to improve adult holding and spawning,
and juvenile rearing habitat.
R5. Place in-channel large woody debris

LBJ4 Photograph: Example of in-channel habitat in lower Blackjack Creek

Action
Description

Outcome
Strategies
Addressed

LBJ5–Invasive Plant Removal
Invasive plant removal and riparian restoration in tidally-influenced portion of lower mainstem and
upstream where invasives are present
Restores riparian processes of long-term wood recruitment, stream shading, bank and floodplain
complexity, and food chain support. This action would also improve degraded instream habitat
structure and condition through the removal of accumulated litter and debris. It would allow for
habitat-forming processes such as sediment and organic material supply and transport, nutrient
cycling, and localized hydrology.
R4. Restore riparian processes
R8. Debris Prevention and Removal

LBJ5 Photograph: Invasive plants occur in the tidally influenced portion of lower Blackjack Creek
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Action

LBJ6– Removal of Abandoned Foot Bridge

Description

Remove abandoned foot bridge (Kendall Street bridge) crossing at RM 0.7 and develop options for
utility relocation

Outcome

Reconnects isolated off channel habitats through removal of the bridge. This action would restore
longitudinal connectivity, improving sediment and organic material supply and transport, nutrient
cycling, and localized hydrology, as well as allowing for lateral channel migration, promotion of side
channel and off-channel habitat formation, floodplain connectivity, sediment storage, and
decreasing stream energy during peak flow events.

Strategies
Addressed

R8. Debris Prevention and Removal

LBJ6 Photographs: Left: Pedestrian bridge crossing Blackjack Creek at RM 0.7, facing downstream. Right: Bridge
from above facing east.

Action

LBJ7–Maintain or Expand Protective Zoning

Description

Maintain or expand the current Greenbelt (Gb) zoning and comprehensive plan land use
designations as shown in the Port Orchard Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map and City Zoning Map
to ensure protection of the riparian corridor and stream and to reduce potential impacts from
development and redevelopment below (north and east of) SR-16 (extending beyond current 200foot Shoreline (as designated under the Shoreline Management Act)

Outcome

Protects watershed functions and upland, wetland, and riparian habitats through strengthened
protections and better enforcement. This action would improve riparian processes by protecting and
restoring riparian functions such as shade, wood recruitment, and natural bank stabilization.

Strategies
Addressed

P1.2 Improve compliance and/or strengthen land use regulations
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Action

LBJ8–Restoration on Mainstem between Sedgwick and SE Dogwood Road
and Right Bank Tributary

Description

Restore stream channel, riparian and associated wetland between Sedgwick and SE Dogwood Rd on
the mainstem of Blackjack Creek. Also restore riparian and associated wetlands along right bank
tributary present upstream of RM4. This tributary flows east to west and crosses under SR16 via
multiple culverts that are addressed in action LBJ9 (below). Restoration may also consider allowing
for the presence of beaver and/or designing beaver dam analogs as an element where appropriate.
This action is at the upper end of the subbasin. [this action is modified from Aquascape II Project 72]

Outcome

Restores lateral connectivity of riparian and floodplain, allowing for lateral channel migration,
restoration of sediment and organic material supply, storage, and transport, promoting or restoring
the formation of side channels and off-channel habitats, floodplain connectivity, and decreasing
stream energy during peak flow events. This action would address loss of groundwater recharge
functions by increasing the lateral extent of the hyporheic zone thereby reducing summer water
temperatures and maintaining base flows. It would restore riparian habitat processes of long-term
wood recruitment, stream shading, bank and floodplain connectivity, and food chain support. In
addition, this action would improve habitat conditions within and adjacent to agricultural lands by
reducing unrestricted livestock access and the potential for bank erosion through exclusion methods.

Strategies
Addressed

P1.1 Acquisitions and conservation easements
R2. Restore wetland and floodplain storage processes
R3.1 Remove constraints to lateral connectivity (Riverine)
R4. Restore riparian processes
R6. Improve habitat conditions within and adjacent to agricultural lands

LBJ8 Photograph: Upper mainstem of Blackjack Creek and associated wetlands, facing south from SE Dogwood
Rd.
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Action

Description

Outcome
Strategies
Addressed

LBJ9–Fish Passage Improvements (multiple)
A right bank tributary to the mainstem crosses Dogwood Rd. SE and SE Cedar Rd, both complete
barrier culverts. A partial barrier culvert runs under State Hwy 16 is 50’ upstream from the upper
culvert. Juvenile coho and coastal cutthroat trout have been documented at SE Dogwood Road
crossing by WildFish Conservancy. Action proposes fish passage improvements @ Dogwood Road SE,
SE Cedar Road, SR16, and Ferate Avenue SE/SE Rose Road. Remove/ replace full and partial barriers.
[this action is WFC Project N]
Improves fish passage by addressing barriers to longitudinal migration potentially resulting in a
3,700’ gain in fish habitat. Also reconnects isolated habitats and restores continuous corridors
essential for fish movement, food, shelter, and reproduction. This action also addresses the supply
and downstream transport of sediment, organic material (e.g., wood and detritus) and nutrients.
R1. Reconnect isolated habitats and remove barriers to fish passage

LBJ9 Photograph: Partial barrier culvert under State Highway 16.
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Action
Description

Outcome
Strategies
Addressed

LBJ10–Fish Passage Improvements @ SR16
Fish passage improvements @ three culverts on mainstem Blackjack at SR16; all assessed by WSDOT
as 67% passable and have individual PI Total scores of 32.03 (#996755), 31.75 (#996756), and 31.75
(#990038). All three are on U.S. District Court injunction list. These partial passage barriers were
identified as a high priority by the watershed assessment (ESA, 2017a).
Improves fish passage by addressing barriers to longitudinal migration. Also reconnects isolated
habitats and restores continuous corridors essential for fish movement, food, shelter, and
reproduction. This action also addresses the supply and downstream transport of sediment, organic
material (e.g., wood and detritus) and nutrients.
R1. Reconnect isolated habitats and remove barriers to fish passage

LBJ10 Photographs: Left: Culvert # 996755. Center: Culvert #996756. Right: Culvert #99008.
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Action
Description

Outcome

Strategies
Addressed

Action

Description

Outcome

LBJ11–Restoration @ Confluence of Blackjack and Ruby Creeks
Re-meander channel, restore wetlands and riparian vegetation, and targeted LWD placement at
confluence of Lower Blackjack Creek and Ruby Creek west of SR16 and east of Sidney Road SW.
Restoration may also consider allowing for the presence of beaver and/or designing beaver dam
analogs as an element where appropriate.
Improves wetland floodplain storage to buffer against increased bank erosion from peak flows that
occur downstream in steeper portions of the stream that have erodible deposits. Improves instream
habitat conditions (specifically, groundwater recharge functions) of summer base flows, dissolved
oxygen, and temperature. Planting of native riparian vegetation would result in long-term wood
recruitment, stream shading, bank and floodplain complexity, and food chain support.
R2. Restore wetland and floodplain storage processes
R3.1 Remove constraints to lateral connectivity (Riverine)
R4. Restore riparian processes
R5. Place in-channel large woody debris

LBJ12–Review and Improve Regulations and Requirements
Review and improve land use regulations and stormwater requirements for two residential areas
near 1,000 foot-long tributary (east of Bethel Road) and near shorter tributaries (adjacent to Lippert
Drive and SE Lund Avenue); improvements could include tree retention and additional impervious
surface limits, and additional expectations for use of LID to minimize runoff from future
developments. Review and development of strengthened regulations should be informed by and
consistent with the spatial information developed as part of this watershed assessment.
Strengthen regulations to protect watershed functions and upland, wetland, and riparian habitats
from the potential impacts from ongoing development and redevelopment adjacent to tributary
streams. This action would address riparian and floodplain processes by protecting headwater and
floodplain wetlands, and protecting and restoring riparian functions such as shade, wood presence
and recruitment, and natural bank stabilization.

Strategies
Addressed

P1.2 Improve compliance and/or strengthen land use regulations

Action

LBJ13–Stormwater Retrofits

Description

Outcome
Strategies
Addressed

Coordinate with City of Port Orchard Public Works to identify existing stormwater facilities that
should be prioritized for retrofit of runoff detention and water quality functions; support
implementation of high priority retrofit actions. This action applies to the entire Lower Blackjack
Creek subbasin.
Improve flood storage and attenuation processes by implementing low impact development
activities such as new stormwater runoff facilities, facility retrofits, and flow control and water
quality treatment for stormwater runoff. This strategy addresses the negative effects of altered
stormwater runoff regimes associated with increased impervious surface coverage by restoring
natural storage functions.
R7. Improve/retrofit stormwater attenuation capacity and treatment within and adjacent to
developed areas
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Middle Blackjack Creek
The Middle Blackjack Creek subbasin is characterized by rural residential, and current and historic
agricultural land uses activities. The mainstem of Blackjack Creek and tributaries flow through patches of
intact and degraded riparian cover in a mostly unconfined floodplain. In general, the riparian conditions in
the Middle Blackjack Creek subbasin range from moderately impaired, in the upper portions of the
subbasin, to impaired in the middle reaches, with the lower reaches assessed as moderately impaired.
Rural residential development and agricultural land uses (with more extensive agricultural use in the
recent past) have impacted vegetative cover and impaired floodplain connectivity as well as channel
migration processes. LWD recruitment in the subbasin downstream of Sidney Road SW to SE Lider Road
is severely lacking due to the absence of forest habitat within the riparian zone. LWD recruitment
potential downstream of SE Lider Road is likely somewhat better than upstream, due to mixed forest
cover within the riparian corridor of this reach. Although the wetland complex upstream of Sidney Road
provides flood storage, alteration to the downstream portion of the floodplain has been impacted by
agriculture and the Sidney Rd crossing and roadbed fill. All reaches of the subbasin demonstrate
impairment to stream habitat complexity, wood recruitment and in-channel wood, sediment dynamics,
and increased fine sediments which greatly limit fish use. There are also three complete barriers to fish
passage on a right bank tributary within the subbasin.
Restoration activities in the floodplain would substantially improve overall riparian condition and
function, and directly benefit salmonids. These activities could include wetland creation/enhancement,
restoring channel sinuosity and reconnection of the channel with the floodplain, planting of native trees
and shrubs, particularly along the streambanks, LWD placement, and creation/re-establishment of offchannel and side-channel features. Eight (8) actions (MBJ1 through MBJ8) are identified for the Middle
Blackjack Creek subbasin (Table 8 and Figure 4).
Table 8. Recommended Actions – Middle Blackjack Creek Subbasin
Reach

River Mile or
Location

Lower Reaches

RM 4.3–5.0

Middle Reaches

RM 5.0–5.9

Upper Reaches

RM 5.9–6.1

Action
MBJ1–Review Existing Zoning
MBJ2–Large Woody Debris Placement
MBJ3–Exclude Livestock from Stream
MBJ4–Restoration of Wetland, Riparian Vegetation, and Floodplain between SE Lider
Road and Sidney Road SW
MBJ5–Fish Passage Improvements @ Sidney Road SW
MBJ6–Protect Riparian Habitat
MBJ7–Restoration on Mainstem west of Sidney Road SW
MBJ8-Restoration of Tributaries and Headwater Wetlands west of Sidney Road SW
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Figure 4.
Protection and Restoration Actions – Middle Blackjack Creek Subbasin
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Action

MBJ1–Review Existing Zoning

Description

Review Port Orchard Land Use and Zoning designations in areas currently designated Commercial
along SR-16 and above Blackjack Creek tributary (located in Lower Blackjack subbasin) to determine
if Land Use and Zoning changes should be proposed in the area to ensure protection of the stream
and to reduce the potential impacts from development and redevelopment. Review should be
informed by and consistent with the spatial information developed as part of this watershed
assessment.

Outcome

Protects watershed functions and upland, wetland, and riparian habitats through strengthened
protections. This action would improve riparian processes by protecting and restoring riparian
functions such as shade, wood recruitment, and natural bank stabilization.

Strategies
Addressed

P1.2 Improve compliance and/or strengthen land use regulations

Action

MBJ2–Large Woody Debris Placement

Description

Outcome
Strategies
Addressed

Investigate conditions and develop strategy for LWD in lower reach between SW Lider Road and SE
Dogwood Road. This action would involve LWD placement until full riparian function is restored and
would specifically target salmonid habitats that would benefit most from acceleration of forest
succession. Restoration may also consider allowing for the presence of beaver and/or designing
beaver dam analogs as an element where appropriate.
Prevents further channel incision and improves habitat through placement of in-channel large woody
material. This action focuses on increasing the amount of instream wood to increase hydraulic
roughness and restore channel complexity in the intermediate period while riparian forests are
developing. Wood placement promotes scour and deposition processes that form complex
substrate, pools and bars, and secondary channel formation to improve stream spawning habitat.
R5. Place in-channel large woody debris

MBJ2 Photograph: Example of stream and riparian habitat in Middle Blackjack Creek north of Lider Road
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Action
Description
Outcome
Strategies
Addressed

MBJ3–Exclude Livestock from Stream
Repair or install exclusion fencing to reduce unrestricted livestock access to stream and riparian
habitats. The action would involve identification of specific locations and coordination with willing
landowners.
Prevents further streambank erosion, vegetation damage, and restores water quality.
R6. Improve habitat conditions within and adjacent to agricultural lands

Action

MBJ4–Restoration of Wetland and Floodplain between SE Lider Road and
Sidney Road SW

Description

Re-meander channelized reach, reconnect to floodplain, create off-channel habitat, install LWD, and
conduct riparian restoration between SE Lider Road and Sidney Road SW (modified WFC Project M).
Restoration may also consider allowing for the presence of beaver and/or designing beaver dam
analogs as an element where appropriate. This area supports extensive wetland and floodplain
habitat that has been ditched and drained for agricultural purposes. Approximately 80 acres is
owned by Blackjack Creek Holdings LLC and a portion has been restored as mitigation project by
Wildlands.

Outcome

Improves wetland floodplain storage to buffer against increased bank erosion from peak flows that
occur downstream in steeper portions of the stream that have erodible deposits. Improves instream
habitat conditions (specifically, groundwater recharge functions) of summer base flows, dissolved
oxygen, and temperature. This action would also restore lateral connectivity of riparian and
floodplain areas, allowing lateral channel migration, promotion of side channel and off-channel
habitat formation, floodplain connectivity, and decreasing stream energy during peak flow events.
Placement of LWD would promote near-term habitat complexity. Planting of native riparian
vegetation would result in long-term wood recruitment, stream shading, bank and floodplain
complexity, and food chain support. In addition, this action would improve habitat conditions within
and adjacent to agricultural lands by reducing unrestricted livestock access and the potential for
bank erosion through exclusion methods.

Strategies
Addressed

R2. Restore wetland and floodplain storage processes
R3.1 Remove constraints to lateral connectivity (Riverine)
R4. Restore riparian processes
R5. Place in-channel LWD
R6. Improve habitat conditions within and adjacent to agricultural lands

MBJ4 Photographs: Left-Blackjack Creek floodplain and associated wetlands, facing south from Lider Road.
Right-Wetland mitigation area between SE Lider Road and Sidney Road SW.
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Action
Description
Outcome
Strategies
Addressed

MBJ5–Fish Passage Improvements @ Sidney Road SW
Fish passage improvements @ Sidney Road SW. Site ID 931600, Passability: 67%; Total PI 31.43. [this
action is modified from Aquascape II Project 74]
Improves fish passage by addressing barriers to longitudinal migration. Also reconnects isolated
habitats and restores continuous corridors essential for fish movement, food, shelter, and
reproduction. This action also addresses the supply and downstream transport of sediment, organic
material (e.g., wood and detritus) and nutrients.
R1. Reconnect isolated habitats and remove barriers to fish passage

MBJ5 Photograph: Culvert under Sidney Road SW

Action

MBJ6–Protect Riparian Habitat

Description

Acquire and protect high quality riparian habitat along Blackjack Creek just upstream of Sidney Road
SW through acquisition and/or conservation easements. [this action is modified from Aquascape II
Project 70]

Outcome

Addresses riparian and floodplain processes by protecting peak and base streamflow, sediment
loading, in-stream wood, channel and floodplain complexity, water temperature, and food chain
support.

Strategies
Addressed

P1.1 Acquisitions and conservation easements
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Action

MBJ7–Restoration on Mainstem west of Sidney Road SW

Description

Restore wetlands and conduct riparian restoration and targeted LWD placement west of Sidney
Road. This action is near the boundary of Middle Blackjack Creek and Ruby Creek subbasins.

Outcome

Improves wetland floodplain storage to buffer against increased bank erosion from peak flows that
occur downstream in steeper portions of the stream that have erodible deposits. Prevents further
channel incision and improves habitat through placement of in-channel large woody material.
Planting of native riparian vegetation would result in long-term wood recruitment, stream shading,
bank and floodplain complexity, and food chain support. This action would increase the amount of
instream wood to increase hydraulic roughness and restore channel complexity in the intermediate
period while riparian forests are developing. Wood placement promotes scour and deposition
processes that form complex substrate, pools and bars, and secondary channel formation.

Strategies
Addressed

R2. Restore wetland and floodplain storage processes
R4. Restore riparian processes
R5. Place in-channel large woody debris

MBJ7 Photograph: Upper mainstem of Blackjack Creek, facing west from Sidney Rd SE
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Action

MBJ8–Restoration on Tributaries and Headwater Wetlands west of Sidney
Road SW

Description

Conduct riparian and wetland restoration and targeted LWD placement along tributaries and
associated headwater wetlands west of Sidney Road. Restoration may also consider allowing for the
presence of beaver and/or designing beaver dam analogs as an element where appropriate. This
action seeks to build on previous restoration actions for fish passage and stream habitat
improvement on the Meyers Property.

Outcome

Improves wetland floodplain storage to buffer against increased bank erosion from peak flows that
occur downstream in steeper portions of the stream that have erodible deposits. Prevents further
channel incision and improves habitat through placement of in-channel large woody material.
Planting of native riparian vegetation would result in long-term wood recruitment, stream shading,
bank and floodplain complexity, and food chain support. This action would increase the amount of
instream wood to increase hydraulic roughness and restore channel complexity in the intermediate
period while riparian forests are developing. Wood placement promotes scour and deposition
processes that form complex substrate, pools and bars, and secondary channel formation.

Strategies
Addressed

R2. Restore wetland and floodplain storage processes
R4. Restore riparian processes
R5. Place in-channel large woody debris

MBJ8 Photograph: Tributary and wetlands west of Sidney Road SW (Myers Property)
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Upper Blackjack Creek
The upper Blackjack Creek subbasin is characterized by rural residential land uses, timber harvest
activities and current and historic agricultural activities. Hydrology from groundwater springs and
wetlands is a major contributor to headwater tributary flows. Overall, riparian conditions throughout the
Upper Blackjack Creek subbasin are considered functioning with forested riparian habitat extending the
full width of the riparian zone along both the mainstem and several tributaries. Similar to Ruby Creek
(described below), the primary impairments to riparian function (LWD recruitment and stream shading)
are from historic and current land use such as rural residential development, timber harvest, and
agricultural activities.
However, even with such land use pressures, overall stream habitat is of relatively good quality and
provides some of the key spawning and rearing habitat in the watershed. Acquiring and/or protecting this
high quality habitat through purchase, easements, or strengthened land use development standards would
be appropriate in this portion of the watershed.
Five (5) actions (UBJ1 through UBJ5) are identified for the Upper Blackjack Creek subbasin (Table 9 and
Figure 5).
Table 9. Recommended Actions – Upper Blackjack Creek Subbasin
Reach

River Mile or
Location

Mainstem

RM 6.0–7.5

Tributaries

West (2)

Action
UBJ1–Protect Riparian Habitat
UBJ2–Maintain or Expand Protective Zoning
UBJ3–Fish Passage Improvements
UBJ4–Protect Riparian Habitat
UBJ5–Maintain or Expand Protective Zoning
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Figure 5.
Protection and Restoration Actions – Upper Blackjack Creek Subbasin
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Action

UBJ1–Protect Riparian Habitat - mainstem

Description

Develop an acquisition and conservation plan to protect high quality habitat (i.e., intact riparian
areas, headwater wetlands and groundwater that help maintain cool stream temperatures) along
mainstem.

Outcome

Addresses riparian and floodplain processes by protecting peak and base streamflow, sediment
loading, in-stream wood, channel and floodplain complexity, water temperature, and food chain
support.

Strategies
Addressed

P1.1 Acquisitions and conservation easements

Action

UBJ2–Maintain or Expand Protective Zoning - mainstem

Description

Maintain existing zoning (1 dwelling per 5 acres) to ensure protection of Upper Blackjack Creek,
minimize potential for additional subdivision and impacts from development and redevelopment of
existing rural parcels. Encourage the County to implement tree retention requirements and
impervious surface limits within rural zoning districts. Encourage stewardship and conservation by
rural property owners, especially along riparian corridors.

Outcome

Protects watershed functions and upland, wetland, and riparian habitats through strengthened
regulations. This action would improve riparian processes by protecting and restoring riparian
functions such as shade, wood recruitment, and natural bank stabilization.

Strategies
Addressed

P1.2 Improve compliance and/or strengthen land use regulations
R7. Improve stormwater attenuation capacity within and adjacent to residential areas

Action

UBJ3–Fish Passage Improvements

Description
Outcome
Strategies
Addressed

Investigate fish passage at culvert west of Sidney Road and develop strategy to address findings. Site
ID 931770, Passability: 67%; Total PI Not scored.
Improves fish passage by addressing barriers to longitudinal migration. Also reconnects isolated
habitats and restores continuous corridors essential for fish movement, food, shelter, and
reproduction. This action also addresses the supply and downstream transport of sediment, organic
material (e.g., wood and detritus) and nutrients.
R1. Reconnect isolated habitats and remove barriers to fish passage

UBJ3 Photograph: Partial barrier culvert west of Sidney Road SW
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Action

UBJ4–Protect Riparian Habitat - tributaries

Description

Develop an acquisition and conservation plan to protect high quality habitat (i.e., intact riparian
areas, headwater wetlands and groundwater that help maintain cool stream temperatures) along
tributaries in upper watershed.

Outcome

Addresses riparian and floodplain processes by protecting peak and base streamflow, sediment
loading, in-stream wood, channel and floodplain complexity, water temperature, and food chain
support.

Strategies
Addressed

P1.1 Acquisitions and conservation easements

Action

UBJ5–Maintain or Expand Protective Zoning - tributaries

Description

Maintain existing zoning (1 dwelling per 5 acres) to ensure protection of Upper Blackjack Creek,
minimize potential for additional subdivision and impacts from development and redevelopment of
existing rural parcels. Encourage the County to implement tree retention requirements and
impervious surface limits within rural zoning districts. Encourage stewardship and conservation by
rural property owners, especially along riparian corridors.

Outcome

Protects watershed functions and upland, wetland, and riparian habitats through strengthened
protections. This action would improve riparian processes by protecting and restoring riparian
functions such as shade, wood recruitment, and natural bank stabilization.

Strategies
Addressed

P1.2 Improve compliance and/or strengthen land use regulations
R7. Improve stormwater attenuation capacity within and adjacent to residential areas
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Ruby Creek
The Ruby Creek subbasin is characterized by rural residential land uses, and current and historic
agricultural activities. The mainstem of Ruby Creek is a primary tributary of Blackjack Creek and flows
through a mostly unconfined floodplain. Riparian conditions in the Ruby Creek subbasin range from
moderately impaired to functioning, in its lower and upper reaches, to impaired in the middle portion of
the subbasin. Where riparian forests are present, large woody debris recruited into Ruby Creek is likely
retained within the subbasin and not exported downstream to the mainstem of Blackjack Creek. Similar to
the Middle Blackjack Creek subbasin, the Ruby Creek subbasin supports agricultural land uses (with
more extensive agricultural use in the recent past) that have impacted riparian vegetation and impaired
floodplain connectivity and water quality. Due to recent expansion of the UGA and commercial zoning
west of SR16, the lower reaches are at risk of additional commercial and residential development, which
may further reduce riparian function through clearing and conversion of forest to built environment and
impervious surfaces.
The subbasin also provides important flow, sediment, and temperature functions that support fish
spawning and rearing. That said, recent stream temperatures for portions of Ruby Creek have been
warmer and above Ecology 303(D) water temperature standard (7-Day Average Daily Maximum (7DADmax) of 16oCelsius for “Core Summer Salmonid Habitat”). In addition, the greatest numbers of
complete barriers to fish passage for the watershed are found in reaches of Ruby Creek. Therefore, fish
passage improvement actions may be particularly important for this subbasin. In addition, stream
channelization has occurred along sections of Ruby Creek in the middle and upper reaches. Riparian
conditions would benefit from restoration in the lower and upper reaches, and re-meandering of streams
along with placement of LWD would also be appropriate in the middle and upper reaches. In the upper
reaches, high quality habitat should be targeted for protection.
Eleven (11) actions (RC1 through RC11) are identified for the Ruby Creek subbasin (Table 10 and Figure
6).
Table 10. Recommended Actions – Ruby Creek Subbasin
Reach

River Mile or
Location

Lower Reaches

RM 0.0–0.7

Middle Reaches

RM 0.7–2.0

Upper Reaches

RM 2.0–Square
Lake

Action
RC1-Protect Riparian Habitat
RC2-Review Existing Zoning
RC3-Restoration of Ruby Creek Upstream of Wildlife Preserve
RC4- Fish Passage Improvements @ Sidney Road
RC5-Fish Passage Improvements and Restoration downstream of Glenwood Road
RC6-Fish Passage Improvements and Restoration downstream of Glenwood Road
RC7-Fish Passage Improvements @ Glenwood Road
RC8-Fish Passage Improvements and Restoration upstream of Glenwood Road
RC9-Restoration of Ruby Creek north of SW Harper Road
RC10-Protect Riparian Habitat
RC11-Maintain or Expand Protective Zoning
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Figure 6.
Protection and Restoration Actions – Ruby Creek Subbasin
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Action

RC1–Protect Riparian Habitat

Description

Develop an acquisition and conservation plan to protect high quality habitat on Ruby Creek upstream
of Sidney Road. [this action is modified from Aquascape II Project 70]

Outcome

Addresses riparian and floodplain processes by protecting peak and base streamflow, sediment
loading, in-stream wood, channel and floodplain complexity, water temperature, and food chain
support.

Strategies
Addressed

P1.1 Acquisitions and conservation easements

Action

RC2–Review Existing Zoning

Description

Outcome

Review Port Orchard Land Use and Zoning Designations in areas currently designated Commercial
and Residential High Density/R-20 along Ruby Creek above (west of) Blackjack Creek to determine if
Land Use and Zoning changes should be proposed in the area to ensure protection of the stream and
to reduce the potential impacts from development and redevelopment; maintain County Rural
Protection designation further upstream. Review adequacy and ensure enforcement of critical areas
and stormwater requirements for commercial and residential areas in lower reach of Ruby Creek.
Review should be informed by and consistent with the spatial information developed as part of this
watershed assessment.
Protects watershed functions and upland, wetland, and riparian habitats through strengthened
protections and enforcement. This action would address riparian and floodplain processes by
protecting headwater and floodplain wetlands, and protecting and restoring riparian functions such
as shade, wood recruitment, and natural bank stabilization.

Strategies
Addressed

P1.2 Improve compliance and/or strengthen land use regulations

Action

RC3–Restoration of Ruby Creek Upstream of Wildlife Preserve

Description

Construct naturalized channel, place LWD, and restore riparian vegetation east of Sidney Road and
upstream of Ruby Creek Marsh Wildlife Preserve (WFC Project F). WFC Description: Ruby Creek is
ditched through a field with some riparian trees and shrubs. Where the ditch line ends the flows
disperse into 450’ of field without a defined channel. There is standing water in the field but it is
choked by grasses without a defined surface connection. The Ruby Creek Marsh Wildlife Preserve is
immediately downstream; here, the old ditched pasture has been replaced with a beaver dam
wetland complex. Constructing a naturalized, sinuous channel with LWD and a riparian corridor
through the flooded section of pasture would tie surface flows into the downstream Preserve.
Restoration may also consider allowing for the presence of beaver and/or designing beaver dam
analogs as an element where appropriate.
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Action

Outcome

Strategies
Addressed

Action
Description

Outcome
Strategies
Addressed

RC3–Restoration of Ruby Creek Upstream of Wildlife Preserve
Improves wetland floodplain storage to buffer against increased bank erosion from peak flows that
occur downstream in steeper portions of the stream that have erodible deposits. Improves instream
habitat conditions (specifically, groundwater recharge functions) of summer base flows, dissolved
oxygen, and temperature. This action would also restore lateral connectivity of riparian and
floodplain areas, allowing lateral channel migration, promotion of side channel and off-channel
habitat formation, floodplain connectivity, and decreasing stream energy during peak flow events.
Planting of native riparian vegetation would result in long-term wood recruitment, stream shading,
bank and floodplain complexity, and food chain support.
This action would also prevent further channel incision and improve habitat through placement of inchannel LWD. It would increase the amount of instream wood to increase hydraulic roughness and
help restore channel complexity in the intermediate period while riparian forests are developing.
Wood placement promotes scour and deposition processes that form complex substrate, pools and
bars, and secondary channel formation.
R2. Restore wetland and floodplain storage processes
R3.1 Remove constraints to lateral connectivity (Riverine)
R4. Restore riparian processes
R5. Place in-channel large woody debris
R6. Improve habitat conditions within and adjacent to agricultural lands

RC4–Fish Passage Improvements @ Sidney Road
Ruby Creek crosses Sidney Road in a partial barrier culvert with a 1’ perch and no substrate
throughout. WFC documented many juvenile coho above the culvert, but it meets the state criteria
for a partial barrier. This partial barrier was identified as a high priority by the watershed assessment
(ESA, 2017a). Site ID 1320082, Passability: 67%; Total PI 29.35. [this action is WFC Project J]
Improves fish passage by addressing barriers to longitudinal migration. Also reconnects isolated
habitats and restores continuous corridors essential for fish movement, food, shelter, and
reproduction. This action also addresses the supply and downstream transport of sediment, organic
material (e.g., wood and detritus) and nutrients.
R1. Reconnect isolated habitats and remove barriers to fish passage

RC4 Photograph: Partial barrier culvert under Sidney Road.
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Action

Description

Outcome

Strategies
Addressed

RC5–Fish Passage Improvements Downstream of Glenwood Road
(#931608)
Ruby Creek flows through a complete barrier culvert just south of Glenwood Road crossing.
Downstream supports functioning rearing habitat and upstream supports available habitat including
Ruby Marsh and Square Lake. This total fish passage barrier was identified as a high priority by the
watershed assessment (ESA, 2017a). Action proposes fish passage improvements, riparian
restoration, and LWD placement. Site ID 931608, Passability: 0%; Total PI 42.53). [this action is
modified from Aquascape II Project 72; also Kitsap Conservation District action with Gingrey
Property]
Improves fish passage by addressing barriers to longitudinal migration. Also reconnects isolated
habitats and restores continuous corridors essential for fish movement, food, shelter, and
reproduction. This action also addresses the supply and downstream transport of sediment, organic
material (e.g., wood and detritus) and nutrients. Riparian restoration (i.e. native plantings, removal
of non-native plants) would address riparian processes of long-term wood recruitment, stream
shading, bank and floodplain complexity, and food chain support. This action would also prevent
further channel incision and improve habitat through placement of in-channel LWD. It would
increase the amount of instream wood to increase hydraulic roughness and help restore channel
complexity in the intermediate period while riparian forests are developing. Wood placement
promotes scour and deposition processes that form complex substrate, pools and bars, and
secondary channel formation.
R1. Reconnect isolated habitats and remove barriers to fish passage
R4. Restore riparian processes
R5. Place in-channel large woody debris

RC5 Photograph: Complete barrier culvert south of Glenwood Road crossing.
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Action

Description

Outcome

Strategies
Addressed

RC6–Fish Passage Improvements Downstream of Glenwood Road
(#1320084)
Ruby Creek flows through a partial barrier culvert just south of Glenwood Road crossing.
Downstream supports functioning rearing habitat and upstream supports available habitat including
Ruby Marsh and Square Lake. Action proposes Fish passage improvements, riparian restoration, and
LWD placement. Site ID 1320084, Passability: 67%; Total PI 31.78) [this action is modified from
Aquascape II Project 72; also Kitsap Conservation District action with Silvernale Gingrey Property]
Improves fish passage by addressing barriers to longitudinal migration. Also reconnects isolated
habitats and restores continuous corridors essential for fish movement, food, shelter, and
reproduction. This action also addresses the supply and downstream transport of sediment, organic
material (e.g., wood and detritus) and nutrients. Riparian restoration (i.e. native plantings, removal
of non-native plants) would address riparian processes of long-term wood recruitment, stream
shading, bank and floodplain complexity, and food chain support. This action would also prevent
further channel incision and improve habitat through placement of in-channel LWD. It would
increase the amount of instream wood to increase hydraulic roughness and help restore channel
complexity in the intermediate period while riparian forests are developing. Wood placement
promotes scour and deposition processes that form complex substrate, pools and bars, and
secondary channel formation.
R1. Reconnect isolated habitats and remove barriers to fish passage
R4. Restore riparian processes
R5. Place in-channel large woody debris

RC6 Photograph: Partial barrier culvert south of Glenwood Road crossing.
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Action

Description

Outcome
Strategies
Addressed

RC7–Fish Passage Improvements @ Glenwood Road
Ruby Creek crosses Glenwood Road in a partial barrier culvert due to velocity. Downstream supports
functioning rearing habitat and upstream supports available habitat including Ruby Marsh and
Square Lake. This partial fish passage barrier was identified as a high priority by the watershed
assessment (ESA, 2017a). Site ID 1320083, Passability: 33%; Total PI 34.26). [this action is modified
from Aquascape II Project 74]
Improves fish passage by addressing barriers to longitudinal migration. Also reconnects isolated
habitats and restores continuous corridors essential for fish movement, food, shelter, and
reproduction. This action also addresses the supply and downstream transport of sediment, organic
material (e.g., wood and detritus) and nutrients.
R1. Reconnect isolated habitats and remove barriers to fish passage

RC7 Photograph: Partial barrier culvert under Glenwood Road.
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Action

Description

Outcome

Strategies
Addressed

RC8–Fish Passage Improvements Upstream of Glenwood Road and North
of Harper Road
Ruby Creek flows through three culverts upstream of the Glenwood Road crossing and north of
Harper Road. Downstream supports functioning rearing habitat and upstream supports available
habitat including Ruby Marsh and Square Lake. Beaver activity has been observed downstream of
the culverts. Based on a WDFW survey in 2017, Ruby Creek is not mapped correctly and DNR stream
data underestimates the available habitat gain. The length of habitat gain was extended based on
WDFW physically walking the stream to the end of fish use for a 2010 Washington Department of
Transportation survey. Action proposes Fish passage improvements, riparian restoration, and LWD
placement. Site ID 931777, Passability: 67%; Total PI 14.23; Site ID 931776, Passability: 67%; Total PI
14.26; Site ID 931751, Passability: 67%; Total PI N/A (Kitsap Conservation District action with Dow
and Brown Properties)
Improves fish passage by addressing barriers to longitudinal migration. Also reconnects isolated
habitats and restores continuous corridors essential for fish movement, food, shelter, and
reproduction. This action also addresses the supply and downstream transport of sediment, organic
material (e.g., wood and detritus) and nutrients. Riparian restoration (i.e. native plantings, removal
of non-native plants) would address riparian processes of long-term wood recruitment, stream
shading, bank and floodplain complexity, and food chain support. This action would also prevent
further channel incision and improve habitat through placement of in-channel LWD. It would
increase the amount of instream wood to increase hydraulic roughness and help restore channel
complexity in the intermediate period while riparian forests are developing. Wood placement
promotes scour and deposition processes that form complex substrate, pools and bars, and
secondary channel formation.
R1. Reconnect isolated habitats and remove barriers to fish passage
R4. Restore riparian processes
R5. Place in-channel large woody debris

RC8 Photographs: Left: Culvert # 931777. Center: Culvert #931776. Right: Culvert #931751.
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Action
Description

Outcome

Strategies
Addressed

RC9–Restoration of Ruby Creek north of SW Harper Road
Restore wetlands and re-meander channel, reconnect to floodplain, create off-channel habitat, and
LWD placement along 2,000 feet of mainstem, north of SW Harper Road (Kitsap Conservation District
action with Brown property). Restoration may also consider allowing for the presence of beaver
and/or designing beaver dam analogs as an element where appropriate.
Restores lateral connectivity of riparian and floodplain, allowing for lateral channel migration,
restoration of sediment and organic material supply, storage, and transport, promoting or restoring
the formation of side channels and off-channel habitats, floodplain connectivity, and decreasing
stream energy during peak flow events. Planting of native riparian vegetation would result in longterm wood recruitment, stream shading, bank and floodplain complexity, and food chain support.
Placement of in-channel LWD would prevent further channel incision and improve habitat. It would
increase the amount of instream wood to increase hydraulic roughness and restore channel
complexity in the intermediate period while riparian forests are developing. Wood placement
promotes scour and deposition processes that form complex substrate, pools and bars, and
secondary channel formation.
R2. Restore wetland and floodplain storage processes
R3.1 Remove constraints to lateral connectivity (Riverine)
R4. Restore riparian processes
R5. Place in-channel large woody debris
R6. Improve habitat conditions within and adjacent to agricultural lands

Action

RC10–Protect Riparian Habitat

Description

Develop an acquisition and conservation plan to protect high quality habitat north of McCormick
Woods Road (i.e., forest, wetlands, and beaver dams) and maintain current City Residential 12 (R12)
zoning designation in this area.

Outcome

Addresses riparian and floodplain processes by protecting peak and base streamflow, sediment
loading, in-stream wood, channel and floodplain complexity, water temperature, and food chain
support.

Strategies
Addressed

P1.1 Acquisitions and conservation easements

RC10 Photographs: Riparian habitat in upper reaches of Ruby Creek subbasin.
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Action

RC11–Maintain or Expand Protective Zoning

Description

Maintain existing zoning (1 dwelling per 8 acres; 1 dwelling per 12 acres) to ensure protection of
upper Ruby Creek functions, continuing to limit potential impacts from development and
redevelopment of rural parcels; encourage the City to implement tree retention requirements and
impervious surface limits within residential zoning districts. Ensure ongoing protection of open space
areas associated with McCormick Woods Planned Urban Development (PUD).

Outcome

Protects watershed functions and upland, wetland, and riparian habitats through strengthened
protections. This action would improve riparian processes by protecting and restoring riparian
functions such as shade, wood recruitment, and natural bank stabilization.

Strategies
Addressed

P1.2 Improve compliance and/or strengthen land use regulations
R7. Improve stormwater attenuation capacity within and adjacent to residential areas
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Square Creek
The Square Creek subbasin includes the mainstem of Square Creek and two tributaries. It is characterized
by rural residential land uses, timber harvest activities, and current and historic agricultural activities.
Riparian conditions in the Square Creek subbasin are moderately impaired as the mainstem has a
relatively intact forested riparian buffer for most of its length. Riparian habitat is only impaired for a
limited area along a 1,200-foot-long reach where the stream flows through ditched agricultural fields
(approximately 800 feet upstream of the Glenwood Road crossing). Stream functions, such as LWD
recruitment, stream shading, and sediment and nutrient filtration are impaired in this portion of the
subbasin, which could affect downstream water temperatures. The Square Creek basin provides vital
stream functions to support fish use despite the high number of complete barriers to fish passage.
Recommended restoration needs in this subbasin are similar to the Ruby Creek subbasin.
Seven (7) actions (SC1 through SC7) are identified for the Square Creek subbasin (Table 11 and Figure
7).
Table 11. Recommended Actions – Square Creek Subbasin
Reach

River Mile or
Location

Action

Mainstem

Sidney Rd –
Square Lake

SC1-Protect Riparian Habitat
SC2-Place In-stream Large Woody Debris
SC3-Fish Passage Improvements and Restoration @ SW Lake Flora Road
SC4-Fish Passage Improvements and Restoration @ Glenwood Road
SC5-Restoration of Square Creek west of Glenwood Road
SC6- Fish Passage Improvements upstream of Schweitzer Place

Tributaries

East & West

SC7-Maintain or Expand Protective Zoning
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Figure 7.
Protection and Restoration Actions – Square Creek Subbasin
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Action

SC1–Protect Riparian Habitat

Description

Develop a conservation plan to protect high quality habitat upstream of Sidney Road. [this action is
modified from Aquascape II Project 70]

Outcome

Addresses riparian and floodplain processes by protecting peak and base streamflow, sediment
loading, in-stream wood, channel and floodplain complexity, water temperature, and food chain
support.

Strategies
Addressed

P1.1 Acquisitions and conservation easements

SC1 Photograph: Riparian habitat in Square Creek subbasin.

Action
Description

Outcome
Strategies
Addressed

SC2–Large Woody Debris Placement
Investigate conditions and develop strategy for LWD placement, if deemed necessary, in lower reach
of Square Creek. This action would involve LWD placement until full riparian function is restored and
would specifically target salmonid habitats that would benefit most from acceleration of forest
succession. [this action is modified from Aquascape II Project 77]
Prevents further channel incision and improves habitat through placement of in-channel large woody
material. This action focuses on increasing the amount of instream wood to increase hydraulic
roughness and restore channel complexity in the intermediate period while riparian forests are
developing. Wood placement promotes scour and deposition processes that form complex
substrate, pools and bars, and secondary channel formation to improve stream spawning habitat.
R5. Place in-channel large woody debris
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Action

Description

Outcome
Strategies
Addressed

SC3–Fish Passage Improvements and Habitat Restoration @ SW Lake
Flora Road
Ruby Creek flows under SW Lake Flora Road through partial barrier culvert. Recent work at this
location attempted to improve flooding and habitat conditions, but may not be operating as
designed. This action would investigate conditions and develop strategy for providing fish passage
improvements, channel and riparian restoration at crossing of SW Lake Flora Road and east of
Glenwood Road. Site ID 931602, Passability: 67%; Total PI 23.93
Improves fish passage by addressing barriers to longitudinal migration. Also reconnects isolated
habitats and restores continuous corridors essential for fish movement, food, shelter, and
reproduction. This action also addresses the supply and downstream transport of sediment, organic
material (e.g., wood and detritus) and nutrients.
R1. Reconnect isolated habitats and remove barriers to fish passage
R3.1 Remove constraints to lateral connectivity (Riverine)
R4. Restore riparian processes

SC3 Photograph: Partial barrier culvert under SW Lake Flora Road.

Action

Description

Outcome
Strategies
Addressed

SC4–Fish Passage Improvements and Restoration @ Glenwood Road
Right bank tributary to Square Creek flows through a passable culvert under Glenwood Road. A
single, man-placed log control is downstream of the culvert with a <0.2 meter drop in water surface
elevation. Action proposes fish passage improvements, potential log weir removal, riparian
restoration, and LWD placement on right bank tributary at crossing. Site ID 931603, Passability:
100%; Total PI N/A.
Improves fish passage by addressing barriers to longitudinal migration. Also reconnects isolated
habitats and restores continuous corridors essential for fish movement, food, shelter, and
reproduction. This action also addresses the supply and downstream transport of sediment, organic
material (e.g., wood and detritus) and nutrients.
R1. Reconnect isolated habitats and remove barriers to fish passage

SC4 Photograph: Log weir on Square Creek.
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Action
Description

Outcome

Strategies
Addressed

SC5–Restoration of Square Creek West of Glenwood Road
Re-meander channel, reconnect to floodplain, create off-channel habitat, riparian restoration, and
targeted LWD placement in the 1,200-foot-long reach west of Glenwood Road SW. Restoration may
also consider allowing for the presence of beaver and/or designing beaver dam analogs as an
element where appropriate.
Improves wetland floodplain storage to buffer against increased bank erosion from peak flows that
occur downstream in steeper portions of the stream that have erodible deposits. Improves instream
habitat conditions (specifically, groundwater recharge functions) of summer base flows, dissolved
oxygen, and temperature. This action would also restore lateral connectivity of riparian and
floodplain areas, allowing lateral channel migration, promotion of side channel and off-channel
habitat formation, floodplain connectivity, and decreasing stream energy during peak flow events.
Planting of native riparian vegetation would result in long-term wood recruitment, stream shading,
bank and floodplain complexity, and food chain support.
This action would also prevent further channel incision and improve habitat through placement of inchannel LWD. It would increase the amount of instream wood to increase hydraulic roughness and
help restore channel complexity in the intermediate period while riparian forests are developing.
Wood placement promotes scour and deposition processes that form complex substrate, pools and
bars, and secondary channel formation.
R2. Restore wetland and floodplain storage processes
R3.1 Remove constraints to lateral connectivity (Riverine)
R4. Restore riparian processes
R5. Place in-channel large woody debris

SC5 Photograph: Square Creek west of Glenwood Road.
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Action

Description

Outcome
Strategies
Addressed

SC6–Fish Passage Improvements Upstream of Schweitzer Place
Square Creek flows through a complete barrier with a >1m water surface drop over an earthen dam
with culvert. The culvert inlet is blocked with steel plate and flows over the top of the dam. Dam is
for unknown purpose. Wetlands are present downstream and rearing habitat is available upstream,
including Square Lake. This total fish passage barrier was identified as a high priority by the
watershed assessment (ESA, 2017a). Site ID 931754, Passability: 0%; Total PI 24.90 (Kitsap
Conservation District action with Sweeney Property)
Improves fish passage by addressing barriers to longitudinal migration. Also reconnects isolated
habitats and restores continuous corridors essential for fish movement, food, shelter, and
reproduction. This action also addresses the supply and downstream transport of sediment, organic
material (e.g., wood and detritus) and nutrients.
R1. Reconnect isolated habitats and remove barriers to fish passage

SC6 Photograph: Earthen dam with 0% Passability on Square Creek.

Action

SC7–Maintain or Expand Protective Zoning - tributaries

Description

Maintain existing zoning (Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 5 acres) to ensure protection of southern
tributaries, minimizing potential for additional subdivision and impacts from development and
redevelopment of existing rural parcels. Encourage stewardship and conservation by rural property
owners, especially along riparian corridors

Outcome

Protects watershed functions and upland, wetland, and riparian habitats through strengthened
protections. This action would improve riparian processes by protecting and restoring riparian
functions such as shade, wood recruitment, and natural bank stabilization.

Strategies
Addressed

P1.2 Improve compliance and/or strengthen land use regulations
R7. Improve stormwater attenuation capacity within and adjacent to residential areas
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Square Lake
The Square Lake subbasin is the smallest subbasin (201 acres) in the watershed and contains Square Lake
and the surrounding area. The subbasin is largely characterized by County Park (day use only, no
overnight camping) and rural residential land uses and limited timber harvest activities. In contrast to
many parts of the other subbasins in the watershed, the riparian conditions, stream functions and
processes in the Square Lake subbasin are relatively intact and considered functioning. Maintaining
current protections from potential future development should be a priority for the Square Lake subbasin.
Two (2) actions (SL1 through SL2) are identified for the Square Lake subbasin (Figure 8).
Action
Description
Outcome
Strategies
Addressed

SL1–Protect Riparian Habitat & Maintain Public Ownership
Maintain county ownership of land surrounding Square Lake, and protect existing forested and
wetland conditions, including presence of beaver
Addresses riparian and floodplain processes by protecting peak and base streamflow, sediment
loading, in-stream wood, channel and floodplain complexity, water temperature, and food chain
support.
P1. Protect Blackjack Creek habitat conditions

SL1 Photographs: Square Lake.

Action
Description
Outcome
Strategies
Addressed

SL2–Protect Open Space
Ensure ongoing protection of open space areas surrounding north end of Square Lake, associated
with McCormick Woods PUD (City jurisdiction)
Addresses riparian and floodplain processes by protecting headwater and floodplain wetlands, and
protecting and restoring riparian functions such as shade, wood recruitment, and natural bank
stabilization.
P1. Protect Blackjack Creek habitat conditions
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Note: The channel shown flowing into Square Lake from the SW was recently mapped by WFC as “NOCH”, indicating no channel exists.

Figure 8.
Protection and Restoration Actions – Square Lake Subbasin
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6 PRIORITIZATION FRAMEWORK FOR ACTIONS
This section presents a framework for prioritizing the recommended protection and restoration actions.
The main elements of the framework are based on the available literature of process-based restoration in
watersheds, that is widely published and accepted by the restoration community in the Pacific Northwest
(e.g., Roni and Beechie, 2013; Roni et al. 2002; Beechie et al. 2010; and Beechie and Bolton, 1999).
Additional input and considerations for the prioritization of actions was gathered from project partners
and stakeholders including specific contributions from the Department of Ecology.

Process-based Principles
Process-based restoration aims to reestablish the normal rates and magnitudes of physical, chemical, and
biological processes that sustain river and floodplain ecosystems (Beechie et al. 2010). Through the
application of the principles for process-based restoration, it is possible to assign a hierarchy of general
priorities to watershed restoration actions. The priorities follow those suggested by Roni et al. (2002) and
are based on three elements: 1) principles of watershed processes, 2) protecting existing high-quality
habitats, and 3) current knowledge of the effectiveness of specific techniques.
For the Blackjack Creek watershed, an overarching framework for prioritizing site-specific actions
includes:
•

First, protect intact watershed processes. This applies where human degradation of processes
has been minimal, resulting in conditions that maintain natural ecological functions and habitats.

•

Second, reconnect isolated high-quality habitats. As the focus of this plan is salmonids, actions
that link existing functioning habitats allow for adequate access to those habitats which support
the broad spectrum of life history stages (e.g., spawning, rearing, and migration).

•

Third, restore disrupted or altered watershed processes. This includes hydrology and
sediment regimes, and riparian processes.

•

Fourth, enhance instream habitat with large wood. This applies to areas where short-term
improvement is immediately needed while natural watershed processes (e.g., forest re-growth) are
restored.

The protection of high-quality habitat should be given priority over habitat restoration because it is
typically easier, less expensive in the long-term, and more successful to maintain high quality intact
habitat than to try and recreate or restore degraded habitat. Reconnecting or restoring access to habitats
that are inaccessible is the next step and applies to removal of culverts or other barriers to fish passage
such as levees, armoring or other structures. Reconnecting isolated off-channel habitats or blocked
tributaries provides a quick biological response, is likely to last many decades or longer, and based on
available evidence, has a high likelihood of success. Reconnected habitats also allow for physical and
genetic refuge from both human-induced and natural stressors in the watershed.
Once the connectivity of habitats within a subbasin is restored, efforts should focus on the restoration of
disrupted or altered processes that form and sustain habitats, such as the supply and movement of
sediment, woody debris recruitment, shading of the stream by riparian forest, and delivery of water to the
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stream channel (i.e., runoff). Riparian restoration may not produce results for many years and indeed
decades for some functions. However, because of this delay, planting riparian areas should be conducted
in tandem with other strategies such as reconnecting habitats or restoring altered hydrologic regimes.
Lastly, the framework puts techniques that manipulate instream habitat as the lesser priority because they
tend to be short-lived, the results are highly variable among techniques and species, and when not
combined with other elements such as riparian restoration, they do not by itself restore processes. Even
techniques that appear to be well studied, such as instream LWD placement, need more thorough
evaluation and long-term monitoring (Roni et al., 2002).
Figure 9 presents a schematic diagram of the potential decision-making process for prioritizing the
recommended actions in this Watershed Plan.

Figure 9. Schematic Diagram of a Process-based Decision-making Process for Prioritizing Actions in the
Blackjack Creek Watershed.

Additional Considerations
The prioritization of restoration actions should also consider the watershed context (i.e., landscape
degradation and process controls), the biological benefit, and the influence of climate change (i.e., on
action effectiveness). These are suggested as additional considerations or overlays on the process-based
framework above, and are meant to supplement the prioritization process. For some actions, these
additional considerations may transcend the process-based principles that form the schematic in Figure 9,
resulting in lesser priority actions being elevated above moderate priority actions.
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Landscape Controls and Degradation
The Key Ecological Attributes and Pressures Assessment (ESA, 2017a) includes a landscape-scale
assessment of hydrologic patterns using “down-scaled” spatial (GIS) data from Ecology’s Puget Sound
Watershed Characterization Project (Stanley et al., 2016). This assessment provides detailed spatial
information regarding water flow processes in the subbasins of the Blackjack Creek watershed that should
be considered during prioritization of both strategies and actions. In addition to evaluating ecosystem
processes and functions using a hierarchal lens (as in Figure 9), it is important to assess the effects of
human actions on these processes, and the resulting effects on habitat structure and ecological functions.
The conceptual model in Figure 10 was developed by Stanley (2017), adapted from Beechie and Bolton
(1999) and Beechie et al., (2009). The model shows the physical, chemical, and biological process drivers
at multiple scales and how these drivers respond to various human-caused pressures (degradations), which
in turn result in stressors on ecologic and habitat processes. The figure provides a logic model for
identifying connections between observed habitat responses and degradation to watershed processes.

Figure 10 – Integrating Diagram of Key Ecological Attributes and Degradations for the Blackjack Creek
Watershed (Stanley, 2017)
This watershed restoration model illustrates several important points. First, the interaction of controls and
processes occurs at the various spatial and temporal scales. For example, vegetation controls apply
primarily at the watershed and reach scales, while others such as surficial geology and soils are shaped at
larger scales, including the litho-topograhic and watershed scales. The complex relationship in response
to degradation of controls is also apparent, as alteration to hydrology also directly affects sediment and
water quality. In addition, it becomes apparent that climate is an overarching driver that affects all
controls and exerts these effects over the broad range of spatial and temporal scales.
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Pertinent to the Blackjack Creek watershed, the model shows that one of the key landscape controls for
sustaining the normal range of stream flows and sediment transport is wetland and floodplain storage.
Spatial information from the down-scaled watershed characterization results suggest that the most
important areas for wetland and floodplain storage and groundwater recharge are located in the Middle
Blackjack subbasin, the Ruby Creek subbasin, and immediately west of SR16 in the upper portion of the
Lower Blackjack subbasin (Figure 11). The areas shown in darker blue are considered key areas in
maintaining the hydrology and aquatic ecosystem of Blackjack Creek.

Figure 11. Watershed Characterization Results for Hydrologic Processes: Overall Water Flow
Importance (ESA, 2017a)
Strategies and actions that address protecting or restoring hydrologic or sediment processes in these areas
of the watershed should be prioritized above other areas since they will sustain the hydrology of
Blackjack Creek. Without the normal range of flows (including peak flows and low flows), the physical
structure of Blackjack Creek will degrade, which in turn will reduce the habitat complexity and food
chain support critical for salmonids. These conclusions are also supported by soil mapping that shows
higher levels of organic content in Middle Blackjack Creek subbasin east of Sidney Road SW, which is
critical for storing water and releasing it slowly to subsurface and surface flows (see ESA, 2017a).
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Biological Benefits
The relative biological benefits of an action are not specifically addressed by the process-based
prioritization framework presented in Figure 9. Relative benefits to fish populations are influenced by
extent of geographic area addressed by the action within the watershed. More importantly, potential
benefit is influenced by the extent of influence on the populations. For example, restoration of lower
watershed survival bottlenecks (e.g., barriers) that all fish might encounter would generally have a higher
biological benefit than similar restoration much higher in the watershed.
Consideration of three population performance measures (productivity, capacity, and diversity) can be
used to qualitatively assess the relative benefit of a given action. Actions that increase habitat quality
(e.g., reduce percent fine sediment in riffles and glides, provide cooler water temperature, increase
structural complexity) improve population productivity. Actions that increase habitat quantity (e.g.,
reestablish spawning above barriers, increase channel wetted area, provide additional life stage key
habitat) increase population capacity. Increased diversity can reflect both an increase in spatial
distribution and an increase in life history expression (e.g., increased use of stream segments for spawning
or overwinter rearing). Population abundance is affected by both productivity and capacity; and, many
actions will likely benefit all three measures.
To evaluate increases in habitat quantity, the WDFW Compilation of Fish Passage and Diversion
Screening Inventory (FPDSI) can provide information on the severity of individual barriers and the
potential habitat gain if the barrier were addressed, reflected in a Priority Index (PI) score. The PI score
considers the type of fish in the system (resident or anadromous), the stock status, the quality of upstream
habitat, and the culvert repair cost. The higher the PI Total score, the higher priority for remediating the
barrier. The highest priority barriers, based on their PI scores, for the Blackjack Creek watershed are
identified and listed in the Key Ecological Attributes and Pressures Assessment (ESA, 2017a).

Climate Change
The prioritization of protection and restoration actions should also consider the influence of climate
change. Specific to restoring salmon habitats, Beechie et al. (2013) suggests there are two important
considerations to help restoration actions mitigate a climate change effect or by increasing habitat
diversity and biological resilience for salmonids. The first considers the predicted effect (benefit) of
restoration plans or actions and whether the benefit will be altered in response to climate change (usually
stream flow or stream temperature). The second considers how climate change effects would limit habitat
restoration effectiveness for targeted biota (salmonids in the case of Blackjack Creek). To help determine
whether restoration plans or actions should be altered to accommodate climate, Beechie et al. propose the
following four questions:
Question 1: What habitats limit salmon recovery?
Question 2: Do climate change scenarios alter salmon restoration plans or priorities (or actions)?
Question 3: Does plan or action ameliorate climate effect?
Question 4: Does plan or action increase diversity and resilience?
Beechie et al. offer two simple flow charts for evaluating restoration plans or actions using these four
questions. Figure 12 shows how answers to the guiding questions can be integrated to arrive at decisions
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that consider the context of local climate change scenarios (note: focus should be on the flow chart on the
right as it applies to the individual actions of this Watershed Plan).

Figure 12. Flow Chart for Considering Climate Change Influence (Figure 10 from Beechie et al. 2013)
Beechie et al. (2013) also considers climate change from a different perspective, which is evaluating
restoration action types and their ability to ameliorate climate change effects. This contrasts with the flow
chart presented above (Figure 12), where climate change influence is an overlay or screening on top of
specific actions previously identified. From this perspective, different types of restoration actions are
evaluated with respect to how they address projected climate change effects on peak flow, low flow,
stream temperature, and salmon population resilience (Table 12).
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Table 12. Summary of Restoration Action Types and Their Ability to Ameliorate Climate
Change Effects (Table III from Beechie et al. 2013)

Other Factors
This Watershed Plan focuses on a process-based approach to prioritizing protection and restoration
actions. However, there are several other factors that should also be considered when prioritizing
protection and restoration actions, including the complexity of the action, time to response, cost, cost
effectiveness, and feasibility or opportunity to implement the actions. Prioritizing actions should be an
iterative and adaptive process that seeks to gain greater understanding of all the factors. As more
information becomes available on a specific action opportunity or regarding the effectiveness and cost of
various techniques, it should be incorporated into the prioritization framework.
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7 POTENTIAL MONITORING INDICATORS
This section provides information for use in implementing this Watershed Plan. Monitoring is critical for
evaluating whether the investments in protection and restoration are meeting their objectives and
providing the predicted ecological benefits (Roni and Beechie, 2013). Given the number, size, cost, and
complexity of restoration actions recommended in this plan, a robust monitoring and evaluation (M&E)
would be important for understanding the individual and synergistic effects of the actions and to guide
future restoration efforts and priorities.
The Blackjack Creek Key Ecological Attributes and Pressures Assessment (ESA, 2017a) identified
changes in key watershed and aquatic habitat-forming processes that have negatively affected stream and
riparian habitat for salmonids in the watershed. Strategies and actions identified in this Watershed Plan
are targeted to address specific degraded KEAs of habitat and salmonids and/or pressures. Guidance for
using the Open Standards framework (CMP, 2013) includes a set of potential monitoring indicators for
each KEA or pressure. Indicators are specific units of information measured over time that document
changes in the status of a KEA or pressure. The assessment provided some guidance on potential
indicators for pressures (e.g., % area covered by forest, % impervious surface area). Additional guidance
on potential indicators for tracking pressures was taken from Tables 3 and 4 (Chinook KEA indicators)
and Table 10 (Pressure Indicators) in PSRITT (2015) and from the Puget Sound Partnership Common
Indicators (in progress). The Results Chains developed for this Watershed Plan provide additional
guidance for potential indicators (Appendix C).
Table 13 lists potential KEA and pressure indicators for Blackjack Creek. Indicators are organized by
pressure or KEA. Table 14 lists potential salmonid KEA indicators for Blackjack Creek.
Table 13. Potential KEA and Pressure Indicators at the Watershed Scale for Blackjack
Creek.
Ecosystem
Process
Hydrologic
regime

Key
Ecological
Attribute
High-flow
hydrology
regime
Low-flow
hydrology
regime

Sediment
regime

Sediment
delivery
Sediment
transport and
storage

Potential Indicators for KEA
Area/basin discharge, (e.g.,TQMean, T0.5 Yr),
threshold discharge, point discharge,
groundwater recharge/discharge
Land cover including percentages of
impervious surface area and vegetative cover
Hydrographic patterns unique to each
watershed will determine specific measures
and the seasonal patterns most affecting
Chinook (e.g., 7-day low-flow and peak-flow
frequency, magnitude, and duration)
Sediment budget and transport/storage
regime
Sediment loading (rate)
Substrate composition (relevant to Chinook
spawning, egg incubation, and juvenile
overwintering requirements)
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Regulated instream flow hydrograph
Volume of in-basin storage
Withdrawals and consumption
Volume of out-of-basin transfer
Volume and location of stormwater discharge
and related alteration of natural hydrologic
processes (e.g., infiltration, surface water and
groundwater flow patterns)
Road density (e.g., index of sediment loading)
Loss of substrate area suitable for Chinook
spawning, egg incubation, juvenile
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Ecosystem
Process
Riparian
areas and
wetlands

Key
Ecological
Attribute
Spatial extent
and continuity
of riparian area
Riparian
community
structure
Riparian
function

Potential Indicators for KEA
Structure (species composition and seral
stage), continuity (width and length), and
extent (area) of riparian vegetation (species
composition and seral stage)
Distribution of LWD concentrations and
complexes

Potential Indicators for Pressures
Area of lost depositional/floodplain areas that
historically or potentially supported riparian
forests
Length and area of hydromodified bank (e.g.,
erosion, bank hardening, diking)

Wood budget

Area and percentage of lost riparian forest
cover

Recruitment rate of LWD

Limits and interruptions of LWD transport

Riparian area (extent)

Length and area of hydromodified bank (e.g.,
erosion, bank hardening, diking)

Riparian community species composition and
structure

Loss of riparian vegetation area
Change and reduction in riparian and upslope
vegetation community structure
Loss of late seral stage component for LWD
recruitment to salmon habitats
Conversion of riparian area for human uses
(e.g., transportation, residential, and
commercial structures)

Organic
matter

Organic matter
—input
Organic matter
—retention/
processing

Structure (species composition and seral
stage), continuity (width and length), and
extent (area) of riparian systems

Reduction of riparian forest cover

Allocthonous recruitment from riparian
vegetation

Changes in delivery of organic inputs from
upstream areas

Carbon and nitrogen cycling (flow), amount
and sources of inputs; also see Nutrient
process (V) below

Changes in delivery of organic inputs from
upslope areas

Type and concentration of exogenous organic
inputs

Recruitment and transport rates of instream
large woody debris (LWD)
Nutrient
supply

Nutrient
concentrations
(high, low)
Water quality
Nutrient
cycling/flux

Floodplainchannel
interactions

Floodplain—
connectivity
Floodplain—
structure and
function

Baseline levels of nutrients (primarily nitrogen
(N), phosphorus (P), and potassium (K)

Inventory of anthropogenic nutrient sources
(locations and load levels)

Water quality metrics, including temperature,
dissolved oxygen (DO), pH, conductivity/
salinity

Natural or artificial abundance of salmon
carcasses

Nutrient budget (types and sources of nutrient
inputs)

Water quality standards exceedance

Clean Water Act, 303d status
Contaminants

Length or area of potential floodplain
development (gradient/confinement metrics)

Type and location of limits to juvenile and
adult fish passage

Hyporheic connection intact (groundwater,
lakes, ponds, wetlands)

Area of lost natural floodplain area (historical
vs. current)

Historical and current distribution of utilized
habitats for holding, spawning, and rearing
Distribution of habitats for rearing juveniles
Distribution of habitats for prespawn holding
(deep pools) and spawning (gravel riffles in
main stem, side channel, and large tributaries)
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Ecosystem
Process
Habitat
connectivity

Key
Ecological
Attribute
Habitat
connectivity

Potential Indicators for KEA

Potential Indicators for Pressures

Availability and use of habitat patches for
Chinook salmon (by life stage)
Pathways (landscape) and movements
(behavior) of Chinook salmon between habitat
patches (i.e., for migration, rearing, feeding,
etc.)
Temporal (future short- and long-term)
accessibility

Adult and juvenile salmon passage barriers
that limit distribution (inventory and passage
assessment by life stage)
Access/limitations of nonindigenous species,
pathogens, or contaminants
Location and duration of low-flow barrier

Historical vs. current connectivity patterns
Correlation between abundance of Chinook
salmon (by life stage) and size of required
habitat types

Table 14. Potential Salmonid KEA Indicators for Blackjack Creek.
Ecosystem Process

Key Ecological
Attribute

Potential Indicators
Number adults to terminal area

Adults

Abundance

Number spawners
Index counts of spawner abundance (index reaches

Juveniles

Abundance

Recruits per spawner

Productivity

Number juvenile out-migrants (total or for key subwatersheds)
Terminal area adults per spawner
Spawner per spawner
Out-migrants per spawner)

Adults

Spatial Structure

Distribution of spawners within and among subwatersheds

Adults

Life History Diversity

Timing of adult migration and spawning
Timing of juvenile out-migration

Juveniles

Life History Diversity

Age structure of juvenile out-migrants (i.e., steelhead)
Size of juvenile out-migrants
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8 DATA GAPS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE
WORK
This section is a compilation of critical data gaps and uncertainties identified over the course of the
project from reviews of existing data, technical reports, and other studies of the Blackjack Creek
Watershed, and conversations with Suquamish tribal staff and project partners. Recommendations for
filling data gaps are also included.

Hydrologic Regime
Lack of stations and continuous gauge data. The Kitsap Public Utility District (KPUD) operates a
stream gauge immediately upstream of State Route (SR) 16 (approximately 3.2 miles upstream of the
mouth of Blackjack Creek) with streamflow data available from 1992 to 1994 and 2000 to 2017, with
some data gaps during these periods. Notably, the gauge was non-operational for most of 2010 (KPUD,
2016). This gauge is just downstream of the confluence of Ruby and Blackjack creeks and consequently
does not capture flow from the full catchment area of Blackjack Creek. Because the USGS (located
downstream many decades ago) and KPUD gauges are positioned at such different points in the
watershed, the data are not readily comparable. The City of Port Orchard is considering reactivating the
USGS gauge in the near future, making it possible to reconstruct flow data near SR 16 based on a
comparison of flow between the USGS and KPUD gauge stations. This information could indicate where
changes in the hydrologic regime are more pronounced or if they are consistent throughout the watershed.
Changes in peak flows. Another data gap is with respect to peak flow and flow regime affected by land
use development. This flow information is needed throughout the watershed to understand hydrologic
responses to land use development, climate change, and periods of drought and flood.

Low flow conditions. The low flows sub-strategy supports gaining a better understanding of the
relationship between groundwater and surface water in the watershed and its effect on low flow
conditions. This is currently a data gap for the watershed, and could include reviewing the amount and
location of groundwater withdrawals (i.e., wells) and other out-of-stream uses and more intensive
monitoring of low flow conditions in different parts of the watershed. The US Geological Survey (USGS)
has been conducting modeling on this topic which should also be reviewed. Monitoring low flow
conditions would also help better understand current limitations of salmonid distribution during low flow
periods.

Climate Change. Projected future precipitation changes are expected to result in small increases in the
total annual streamflow and a seasonal shift in flow amounts, with increases in winter but decreases in
summer (Cao et al., 2016). Potential dry season hydrologic effects could include increases in evaporation
from Square Lake, Wildwood Lake, Deep Lake, and wetland areas; decreased soil moisture due to
increases in evapotranspiration; and increased susceptibility to drought and fire (Mote et al., 2014). Such
changes are linked with an overall tendency toward a future hydrologic regime characterized by higher
flood peaks and lower base flows. An assessment should be conducted that identifies watershed strategies
and actions that directly address salmonid resilience to climate change in the Blackjack and potentially
adjacent Kitsap Peninsula watersheds.
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Square Lake. The relative contribution and seasonal dynamics of Square Lake to overall watershed
hydrology are not well understood. For example, a recent survey by WFC found no channel flowing into
Square Lake from the southwest as currently shown on WDFW mapping. Field investigations of Square
Lake’s inlets, outlets and beaver dams would aid in the understanding the lake’s hydrologic relationship
to downstream habitats.

Floodplain-Channel Interactions
Channel migration. Blackjack Creek appears to be relatively stable in plan form with no active
meanders, but data confirming its stability and/or migration is lacking. Forthcoming LiDAR (to be
collected in late 2017 and/or 2018) and high resolution imagery could be used to identify areas of past and
active channel migration, slope failures along banks, etc.

Sediment regime. There is currently no record of locations of active erosion or deposition in the
watershed. This information in addition to sediment transport monitoring in relation to hydrology, land
use, restoration actions, etc. would be useful in informing restoration actions.

Riparian Habitat / LWD
Reach characteristics and conditions. The Limiting Factors Analysis report was mostly based on best
professional judgment at the time it was written and quantitative data was usually sparse. The use of
remote sensing data such as C-CAP, WDFW High Resolution Change Detection and Land Cover data,
new Lidar, and drone imagery, could be relatively low cost effective alternatives for characterizing
riparian conditions where current data is sparse.

In-stream characteristics and conditions. Data for reach-specific stream characteristics and habitat
conditions (e.g., stream width and gradient, channel morphology, substrate conditions, riparian cover and
condition, wood loading to the channel, and bank condition) in the watershed is lacking. The salmon
spawning survey data may have some qualitative habitat information for the index reaches, but there is no
comprehensive assessment of stream habitat parameters in the watershed. Characteristics such as
pool/riffle ratios, quantification and location of LWD (see below), log jams and beaver dams, and
locations of favorable spawning and rearing habitats should be targeted for use in prioritizing areas for
protection and restoration. Surveys could be performed in many parts of the watershed. For the mainstem
of Lower Blackjack Creek subbasin and in the Lower Ruby Creek subbasin, new surveys could be
compared with limited surveys conducted by the Tribe in the late 1980s.

LWD. There is a lack of LWD data in most parts of the watershed. Large woody debris (LWD) surveys
could be performed in many parts of the watershed and would aid in further prioritization and design of
restoration actions. In addition to LWD surveys assessments, LWD recruitment potential in riparian
corridors could combine remote sensing techniques with ground surveys, and include the current and
projected (if restored) trajectories

Water Temperatures
Data collected from 2015-2017 provides some information where the Washington State temperature
standard of 16oC (7DADmax) for "Core Summer Salmonid Habitat" is being exceeded, and helps us
better understand the locations of relatively warm waters and cool water refugia for salmonids in the
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watershed. Continued stream temperature monitoring in the watershed is needed into the future to assess
potential changes from land use and climate change. It will also useful in identifying important areas for
riparian cover/planting and addressing low flow and temperature conditions.
An assessment should be made into how changes in the thermal regime due to climate and land use
changes, as well as restoration actions, potentially affect habitat suitability in different parts of the
watershed for salmonids.

Fish Passage
The 2016 WDFW Compilation of Fish Passage and Diversion Screening Inventory (FPDSI) reports on
known City, County, State, and privately owned fish passage features for the Blackjack Creek watershed.
Many of the barrier assessments are old and inaccurate. The WFC Water Type surveys (2014) were
conducted recently and provide more updated information on many of the Blackjack fish barriers.
Although both of these sources of fish passage information are useful tools, field verification of current
barrier conditions is needed, especially if barrier replacements are to be prioritized.
Fish Distribution and Abundance. Although we have some adult abundance estimates for coho and chum
salmon, there is no smolt information and very little information at all on the presence, abundance, and
distribution of steelhead. There is a need to better understand the overall watershed distribution of these
salmonid species, seasonal migration patterns, which habitats appear most suitable and when fish tend to
occupy them. Emerging tools such as environmental DNA (e-DNA) should be considered in determining
the presence, relative abundance, and distribution of salmonid species in the Blackjack watershed.

Implementation and Effectiveness Monitoring
A monitoring and evaluation (M&E) program should be developed for implementing the actions in this
Watershed Plan and measuring their effectiveness. For the Blackjack Creek watershed, an interlocal
agreement between the Suquamish Tribe, municipalities, agencies, and others would help support and
sustain the program. This agreement along with coordination and outreach to stakeholders during
implementation of actions will be important to building and maintaining support of proposed actions.
A successful M&E program would include some or all of the following elements: establishing goals and
objectives; defining clear hypotheses to be tested; determining the monitoring scale; selecting an
appropriate monitoring design; determining the parameters to be measured; determining the number of
sites and duration of monitoring; selecting a sampling methodology (scheme); implementing the M&E
program; and, finally, analysis and communicating results (see Roni and Beechie, 2013; Figure 8.1). The
restoration goals established at the beginning of the process should be used to help define specific
monitoring objectives and questions and guide the development of an M&E program.
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Appendix A
Blackjack Creek Synthesis of
Existing Data and Reports
Memorandum (ESA, 2016)

Key Documents







Salmonid Habitat Limiting Factors Water Resources Inventory Area 15 (East) Report
(2000)





2

3

Kitsap Salmonid Refugia Report (2003)

4

5

West Sound Water Type Assessment (2013-2014)

6

7

Fish Passage and Diversion Screening Inventory (2016)

Blackjack Creek Comprehensive Management Plan (1987)

8








1 No documentation has been identified that indicates log jam removal or modification was ever implemented along Blackjack

Creek; since 1987, additional research on channel structure and habitat in the Pacific Northwest streams has revealed that
removing or modifying natural log jams is generally counterproductive.
2 Available documentation shows that the Suquamish Tribe’s chum egg box program continued through the early 1990s (Naval
Shipyard Puget Sound, 1994; Applied Environmental Services, Inc., 2002).
3 The City of Port Orchard and Kitsap County comply with National Pollution Discharge Elimination System Municipal
Stormwater Permit requirements, including establishment of stormwater management programs (City of Port Orchard, 2015),
adopting stormwater design manuals (Kitsap County, 2010b), and submitting annual reports. In addition, Kitsap County has
completed annual benthic macroinvertebrate monitoring (since 1998; see later section for details) and storm flow basin
monitoring (since 2000). Storm flow basin monitoring has not included a location within the Blackjack Creek watershed
(Kitsap County Public Works, 2015). Kitsap County also supports storm and surface water stewardship programs through
Clean Water Kitsap. While there is overlap with these numerous programs, the specific recommendations for a watershed
urban runoff study and watershed quarterly water quality monitoring have not been implemented.

9

10

11

12

13

Additional Data and Documents
Streamflow Data for Blackjack Creek (historic and ongoing)

14

15

‐

4 High pulses are events where the daily average flow is equal or greater than twice the long term daily average flow. High Pulse

Count is defined as the number of times each water year that discrete high pulses occur. High Pulse Range is the days
between the start of the first high pulse and the last high pulse of a water year (Knutson and DeGasperi, 2013).

16

WDFW and Suquamish Tribe Salmon Spawner Monitoring (ongoing)

Kitsap County Stream Benthic Macroinvertebrate Monitoring (ongoing)

17

Sinclair Inlet Fecal Pollution Reduction Project (2013)

Kitsap Water Pollution Identification & Correction Program: 2015 Annual Water
Quality Report (2015)

5 Observations during a March 23, 2016 watershed tour, and personal communication with Suquamish Tribe staff, indicate that

homeless encampments and associated human waste, refuse, and habitat disturbances continue to be an issue within the lower
Blackjack Creek ravine corridor.
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Summary and Identified Gaps
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Inventory of Restoration and Protection Actions
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ATTACHMENT A

List of Existing Data Sources and Publications

27

1.

Watershed Boundary and Drainage Network

Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, 1975. Catalog of Washington Streams and Salmon
Utilization.



Map with inventory of streams
Web portal
http://www.arcgis.com/home/webmap/viewer.html?webmap=e89edcdf56874f969312ee1497
811b89&extent=-122.3966,48.263,-122.2284,48.3527

U.S Geological Survey (USGS). National Hydrography Dataset (NHD).


GIS data with watershed boundary, stream segments and water bodies.

Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission and Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, 2002.
Stream segments. Salmon and Steelhead Habitat and Inventory and Assessment Program
(SSHIAP).


Stream segments classified by gradient and valley confinement.

2. Topography
USGS. 7.5 minute map series





Bremerton West Quadrangle (revised 2014)
Burley Quadrangle (revised 2014)
Bremerton East Quadrangle (revised 2014)
Ollala Quadrangle (revised 2014)

Puget Sound LiDAR Consortium, 2000. LiDAR data for Kitsap County.



Bare Earth DEM - topographic surface with all man-made structures and vegetation removed;
Top Surface DEM - surface including man-made features and vegetation.

3. Hydrology
National Weather Service (NWS) Cooperative Observer Program. Precipitation data at Bremerton,
which is the closest station to Port Orchard. http://www.wrcc.dri.edu/cgibin/cliMAIN.pl?wabrem



Period of record 1948-present.
Mean annual precipitation at Bremerton is 56.4 inches.

PRISM Climate Group, Oregon State University. Average annual precipitation 1981-2010.
http://prism.oregonstate.edu.


GIS data (grid) interpolated from monitoring stations.

Kitsap Public Utility District (KPUD). Continuous streamflow data for Blackjack Creek at
http://64.146.148.103/BL_Recorded_Conditions.aspx



Period of record is October 1992-August 1994, December 2000-present.
Map and list of KPUD gages http://www.kitsapgov.com/sswm/flow.htm
A-1

Knutson, C. and C. DeGasperi. 2013. Kitsap County Stream Flow Report. Prepared for Kitsap County
Public Works. Available at: http://www.kitsapgov.com/sswm/pdf/Kitsap-Stream-Flow-3-4-13.pdf. May
2013.
US Geological Survey. Continuous and/or discrete streamflow measurements.



One active stream gages in Blackjack watershed located downstream of SR16 (station
#12072480) collected monthly streamflow data in 2015. Data for 2016 is currently unavailable.
Historic collections:
o Daily streamflow 1947-1950 (station #12072500)
o Flow during June, July, August 1958-1959 (station#12072500)
o Flow during August 1947, 1958, 1966-1971 (station #12072745)
o Flow during May and July 2008 and February and March 2-12 (#12072510)


Cummans, JE. 1977. Low-flow characteristics of streams on the Kitsap Peninsula and selected
adjacent islands, Washington. USGS Open File Report 76-704. Prepared in cooperation with
the State of Washington Dept. of Fisheries.
Sceva, J.E., 1957. Geology and ground-water resources of Kitsap County, Washington. U.S. Geological
Survey Water-Supply Paper 1413. Prepared in cooperation with the State of Washington,
Department of Conservation and Development, Water Resources Division.


Presents an overview of groundwater resources in the region based on field data collected in
1949-50.

Garling, M., Molenaar, D., 1965. Water Resources and Geology of the Kitsap Peninsula and Certain
Adjacent Islands, State of Washington, Department of Conservation, Division of Water
Resources, Water Supply Bulletiun No. 18.


Extends the work from Sceva (1957) with additional field data and revised mapping.

Kitsap County Ground Water Advisory Committee, 1991. Kitsap County Ground Water Management
Plan. http://www.kpud.org/groundWaterManagementPlan.php


Do any of the 27 principle aquifers identified in the groundwater management plan underlie
any substantial portion of the Blackjack Creek watershed?

Kitsap Public Utility District, 1997. Kitsap County Initial Basin Assessment, Open File Technical Report
No. 97-04. Prepared in association with Economic and Engineering Services, Inc., Pacific
Groundwater Group, Inc. Robinson & Noble, Inc., and KCM, Inc.




Assessment compiles existing information to characterize the overall condition of water
resources in Kitsap County including: ground water, surface water, climatic, hydrogeology,
water demand, allocated water (rights and claims), and water quality, as well as the relative
health of aquatic ecosystems.
Characteristics are summarized for 18 subareas in the county. Blackjack Creek is discussed as
part of the Manchester subarea.

A-2

Golder Associates with Engineering & Economic Services, 2002. Kitsap Basin (WRIA 15) Phase II –
Level 1 Assessment Data Compilation and Preliminary Assessment, Prepared for WRIA 15
Planning Unit.


Compiles and analyzes sub-areas in WRIA 15 outside of the area covered by the Initial Basin
Assessment (KPUD, 1997) and provides a WRIA-wide comparison of sub-areas to quantify key
parameters for use in prioritizing sub-areas and topics for in-depth analysis in a Level 2
Assessment.

Kitsap County, 2006. Critical Aquifer Recharge Areas.





GIS data identifying land areas that contain hydrogeologic conditions that facilitate aquifer
recharge and/or transmit contaminants to an underlying aquifer.
Category I areas have high potential for land use activities to adversely affect groundwater
and include areas inside the five-year time of travel zone for Group A water system wells (or
10-year time of travel zone when the well is at or above sea level and the aquifer does not
have an overlying confining layer).
Category II areas provide recharge effects to aquifers that are current or potentially will
become potable water supplies and are vulnerable to contamination.

Welch, W.B., Frans, L.M., Olsen, T.D., 2014. Hydrogeologic Framework, Groundwater Movement, and
Water Budget of the Kitsap Peninsula, West-Central Washington. US Geological Survey
Scientific Investigations Report 2014-5106.





Characterizes the groundwater-flow system on the Kitsap Peninsula including descriptions of
the geology and hydrogeologic framework, groundwater recharge and discharge,
groundwater levels and flow directions, seasonal groundwater-level fluctuations,
interactions between aquifers and the surface‑water system, and a water budget.
Describe hydrogeology for Blackjack Creek watershed.
Describe how geology affects groundwater recharge within Blackjack watershed.

U.S. Geological Survey, 2014. NLCD 2011 Percent Developed Imperviousness.
http://www.mrlc.gov/nlcd2011.php.



GIS data from NLCD estimating percent area of impervious surface within a 30 m grid cell.
Provides an indicator of hydrologic alteration (e.g., Booth et al., 1993).

Washington State Department of Ecology. Well Logs.
https://fortress.wa.gov/ecy/waterresources/map/WCLSWebMap/



Describes the location, ownership, construction details and lithology of completed wells.
Approximately 60 permitted wells (primarily water-supply) located in Blackjack Creek
watershed.

KPUD, 2015. Water level data from monitoring wells.


Appear to be 3 monitoring wells in watershed area, http://64.146.148.103/wells/AAA639.aspx
(period of record 9/12/1969-11/4/2015); http://64.146.148.103/wells/ACK457.aspx (period of
record 2/25/1997-11/4/2015); http://64.146.148.103/wells/AAC825.aspx (period of record
7/17/1979-11/4/2015)
A-3



Describe any trends in water level records.

Washington Administrative Code 173-515, Instream Resources Protection Program – Kitsap Water
Resource Inventory Area 15. http://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite=173-515.



Minimum instream flows have apparently not been applied to Blackjack Creek and
tributaries.
Blackjack Creek and tributaries are closed to additional consumptive appropriations since
4/5/1960;

4. Geology and Soils
Sceva, J.E., 1957. Geology and ground-water resources of Kitsap County, Washington. U.S. Geological
Survey Water-Supply Paper 1413. Prepared in cooperation with the State of Washington,
Department of Conservation and Development, Water Resources Division.


Presents a geologic sequence and map

Garling, M., Molenaar, D., 1965. Water Resources and Geology of the Kitsap Peninsula and Certain
Adjacent Islands, State of Washington, Department of Conservation, Division of Water
Resources, Water Supply Bulletiun No. 18.


Modifies geologic sequence from Sceva (1957) with additional field data. Not sure if mapping
is changed in area of Blackjack Creek.

Deeter, J.D., 1979. Quaternary Geology and Stratigraphy of Kitsap County, Washington. MS Thesis,
Western Washington University.



Includes map of surficial geology, on-site sewage feasibility map and a slope stability map for
the county.
Digital data from slope stability map available from Kitsap County GIS

McMurphy, C.J., 1980. Soil Survey of Kitsap County Area, Washington. US Department of Agriculture,
Soil Conservation Service.



Soil characteristics and properties (e.g., hydrologic soil group, hydric soils)
GIS Data available online at http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov

Booth, D.B., Troost, K.G., 2005. Geologic map of the Olalla 7.5' quadrangle, King, Kitsap, and Pierce
Counties, Washington. U.S. Geological Survey Scientific Investigations Map SIM-2005-2902.


Updated geologic map for southern part of watershed.

McKenna, J.P., Lidke, D.J., Coe, J.A., 2008. Landslides Mapped from LIDAR Imagery, Kitsap County,
Washington, U. S. Geological Survey Open-File Report 2008-1292.


Includes delineation of landslide deposits in Blackjack Watershed.

Haugerud, R.A., 2009. Preliminary Geomorphic Map of the Kitsap Peninsula, Washington, U.S.
Geological Survey Open-File Report 2009-1033.


Map of morphologic units interpreted from LiDAR DEM.
A-4

Washington Department of Natural Resources, 2010. Digital Geology of Washington State at
1:100,000 Scale, version 3.0


GIS database of geologic units.

Tabor, R.W., Haugerud, R.A., Booth, D.B., Troost, K.G., 2013. Lidar-revised geologic map of the Olalla
7.5' quadrangle, King, Kitsap, and Pierce Counties, Washington. U.S. Geological Survey
Scientific Investigations Map 3277.


Revised interpretation of surficial geology from Booth and Troost (2005) using LiDAR DEM

Haeussler, P.J., in preparation, Geologic map of the Bremerton E. 7.5' quadrangle, Kitsap County,
Washington, U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report, scale 1:24,000.
Hauessler, P.J., in preparation, Geologic map of the Bremerton W. 7.5' quadrangle, Kitsap County,
Washington, U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report, scale 1:24,000.
Yount, J.C. and Gower, H.D., 1991, Bedrock geologic map of the Seattle 30' by 60' quadrangle,
Washington: U.S. Geological Survey, Open-File Report OF-91-147, scale 1:100000.
Yount, J.C., Minard, J.P., and Dembroff, G.R., 1993, Geologic map of surficial deposits in the Seattle
30' by 60' quadrangle, Washington: U.S. Geological Survey, Open-File Report OF-93-233, scale
1:100000.
GRI, 2014. Geologically Hazardous Areas Map Update, Memorandum to Kitsap County Department of
Community Development.


Updates the Kitsap County Geologically Hazardous Areas Maps in support of the 2016
Comprehensive Plan update and the Critical Areas Ordinance update

Kitsap County, 2004. Geologic Hazard Areas.


GIS data produced as union of NRCS soil survey units (McMurphy, 1980) and the soil stability
classification from Deeter (1979).

5. Vegetation and Wetlands
US Fish and Wildlife Service, 2014. National Wetlands Inventory. http://www.fws.gov/wetlands.



Polygons delineated from 1973 and 1981 aerial imagery.
Wetlands classified with definitions from Cowardin et al. (1979).

Kitsap County. 2006. Kitsap County Wetlands Mosaic.



GIS data combining various wetland data sources into one comprehensive data layer.
Includes primarily NWI data for Blackjack Creek watershed with addition of a few survey
delineated wetlands extracted from parcel map sections.

Multi-Resolution Land Characteristics (MRLC) Consortium, 2015. National Land Cover Database 2011
(NLCD 2011). http://www.mrlc.gov/nlcd2011.php.
A-5



Land cover classification derived from the analysis of multiple dates of remotely sensed
Landsat imagery (30 meter grid cell resolution).

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 2013. Coastal Change Analysis Program (C-CAP)
2010 Regional Land Cover Data.



Land cover classification derived from the analysis of multiple dates of remotely sensed
Landsat imagery (30 meter grid cell resolution).
Available datasets include: 1992, 1996, 2001, 2006, 2010.

Washington State Department of Ecology, 2011. Modeled Wetlands Inventory.
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/services/gis/data/biota/wetlands.htm




Ecology extracted wetlands land cover classifications from the overall land cover layer from
C-CAP.
More accurate than NWI, especially in agricultural/pasture, forests, and stream corridors.
It includes a "Potentially Disturbed Wetlands" category for areas that have a high potential
to be wetland, but have an observed land cover of "pasture/hay" or "cultivated".

Pearce, K. 2015. Puget Sound High Resolution Change Detection (HRCD). Washington Department of
Fish and Wildlife. http://arcg.is/1GbByjX






Land Cover Change by Change Agent: 2006 to 2009, 2009 to 2011, 2011 to 2013.
2013 to 2015 analysis is underway.
Should also have 2006 to 2013 (and later 2015) change analysis.
GIS dataset with polygons representing areas that have significantly lost vegetation or have
been converted to quasi-permanent use (i.e. roads, buildings).
Dataset represents modeled change polygons derived from NAIP imagery (1 m resolution).

6. Land Use Planning
Applied Environmental Services, Inc. 2002. City of Port Orchard Shoreline Resource Analysis and
Inventory. Prepared for the City of Port Orchard. September 2002.
Kitsap County Department of Community Development, 2005. Kitsap County Critical Areas
Ordinance, Title 19 Kitsap County Code. http://www.kitsapgov.com/dcd/lu_env/cao/cao.htm.


Supplements development regulations to protect critical areas including:
o Wetlands,
o Fish and Wildlife Habitat Conservation Areas,
o Geologically Hazardous Areas,
o Frequently Flooded Areas, and
o Aquifer Recharge Areas.

Kitsap County, 2006. Port Orchard/South Kitsap Final Sub-Area Plan/Preliminary Final Environmental
Impact Statement.



Included as part of Kitsap County Comprehensive Plan adopted in 2012.
Environmental assessment of Port Orchard UGA and adjoining lands.
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Kitsap County, 2012. Kitsap County Comprehensive Plan.




Volume I: Comprehensive Plan Policy Document
Volume II: Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
Includes GIS data of land use, zoning, and UGA boundary.

Kitsap County, 2014. Buildable Lands Report.


Measures both the growth that has occurred under the existing comprehensive plan (using
time period 2006-2012) and evaluates whether there is sufficient suitable land within UGAs to
accommodate the projected residential, commercial and industrial growth for the coming
planning horizon.

Kitsap County, 2015. Working Draft for the Kitsap County Comprehensive Plan Update 2016-2036.



Working Draft released November 2015 concurrently with Draft Supplemental Environmental
Impact Statement
Final Drafts anticipated in Spring 2016

Kitsap County, 2014. Kitsap County Shoreline Master Program.




Guides the future development of the shorelines in a manner consistent with the Shoreline
Management Act of 1971.
Jurisdiction applies to very short stretch of Blackjack Creek north of SR16 where it flows
outside City of Port Orchard limits.
http://www.kitsapshoreline.org/

Kitsap County, 2015. Tax Parcels.



GIS data showing parcel boundaries.
https://psearch.kitsapgov.com/webappa/

FishPro, Inc. 1987. Blackjack Creek Comprehensive Management Plan for the City of Port Orchard.
Great Peninsula Conservancy. Map of parcels with conservation easements or ownerships
established in the Blackjack Creek Watershed.



Greibel property (10 acres) (adjacent to Myers property)
Conservation easement on Ruby Creek (15 acres)

Port Orchard, 2013. City of Port Orchard Shoreline Master Program.




Guides the future development of the shorelines in a manner consistent with the Shoreline
Management Act of 1971.
Jurisdiction applies to lower 3.0 miles of Blackjack Creek (north of SR16) and along shoreline
in Sinclair Inlet.
http://www.cityofportorchard.us/smp
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U.S. Endowment for Forestry and Communities, 2015. National Conservation Easement Database.
2015. http://www.conservationeasement.us.



Shows no easements in Blackjack Creek watershed.
Does not include areas protected by GPC.

U.S. Geological Survey, 2012. Protected Areas Database of the United States (PADUS) version 1.3.
Gap Analysis Program (GAP). http://gapanalysis.usgs.gov/padus/.



GIS data that describes public land ownership, management and conservation lands
nationally, including voluntarily provided privately protected areas.
Does not include areas protected by GPC.

7. Floodplain Characteristics
Haring, D., 2000. Salmonid Habitat Limiting Factors, Water Resource Area 15 (East). Washington
Conservation Commission.


Includes qualitative summary of floodplain modifications.

Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2010. Flood Insurance Study, Kitsap County, Washington
and Incorporated Areas, Flood Insurance Study Number 5335C (Revised 11/4/2010).


Delineates 100-year floodplain for Blackjack Creek.

8. Riparian and Large Wood
Haring, D., 2000. Salmonid Habitat Limiting Factors, Water Resource Area 15 (East). Washington
Conservation Commission.


Qualitative summary of riparian conditions.

9. Sediment
Haring, D., 2000. Salmonid Habitat Limiting Factors, Water Resource Area 15 (East). Washington
Conservation Commission.


Qualitative summary substrate, development impacts.

10. Nearshore Characteristics
Borde, A.B., Judd, C., Sather, N.K., Thom, R.M., 2009. East Kitsap County Nearshore Habitat
Assessment And Restoration Prioritization Framework, Prepared for Kitsap County,
Department of Community Development by Battelle Marine Sciences Laboratory.



An ecological decision-support tool developed for Kitsap County to summarize the state of
the nearshore and to identify priority areas for protection, restoration, enhancement, or
creation within the nearshore.
Study covers shoreline of Sinclair Inlet (no freshwater habitats).

Kitsap County, 2010. Shoreline Inventory and Characterization, Kitsap County Department of
Community Development, Environmental Programs.
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Synthesized existing information from Borde et al. (2009) in the support of shoreline
designation as part of the SMP Update
Establishes the baseline for “no net loss” of ecological conditions and informs the policies,
regulations and mitigation standards.

Washington Department of Natural Resources. 2000. The Washington State ShoreZone Inventory.
http://www.dnr.wa.gov/programs-and-services/aquatics/aquatic-science/nearshore-habitatinventory



ShoreZone Inventory describes physical and biological characteristics of intertidal and
shallow subtidal areas from aerial surveys between 1994-2000.
Includes 50 habitat characteristics, such as shoreline type, vegetation types such as kelp and
eelgrass, and anthropogenic features such as bulkheads.

11. Fish Distribution and Population Status
Haring, D., 2000. Salmonid Habitat Limiting Factors, Water Resource Area 15 (East). Washington
Conservation Commission.



Describes distribution and condition of salmon, steelhead, and cutthroat stocks.
Includes maps of fish distribution.

Washington Department of Natural Resources, 2006. Washington State Watercourse Hydrography
[Digital Data]. http://www.dnr.wa.gov/forest-practices-water-typing.


GIS data includes water typing classification for fish-bearing and non-fish streams used by
Forest Practices program to determine the amount and pattern of riparian buffer protection
required during forest practices activities.

Wild Fish Conservancy. Watertype Assessment Project Summary - West Sound Watersheds Phase I.
Prepared May 2013. Phase II. Prepared October 2014. Reports available at:
http://wildfishconservancy.org/resources/maps




WFC collected field data to determine and correct water type classifications in Kitsap County
streams.
Blackjack Creek watershed was surveyed in 2013/2014 (Steve Todd sent GIS files to ESA
around March 18, 2016).
Web-based interactive map available at: http://wildfish.beardedmaps.com/?lat=47.785&lng=122.54&zoom=12

StreamNet, 2012. Generalized Fish Distribution. http://www.streamnet.org/data/interactive-mapsand-gis-data/.


GIS data with attributes noting fish distribution.

Penttila, D. 2007. Marine Forage Fishes in Puget Sound. Puget Sound Nearshore Partnership Report
No. 2007-03. Published by Seattle District, U.W. Army Corps of Engineers, Seattle,
Washington.


Reports spawning beaches for various forage fish (2005 surveys).
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Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, 2015. http://wdfw.wa.gov/fishing/washington/583/.



General description of fishing conditions.
Notes habitat conditions good for warmwater species.

Suquamish Tribe Fisheries Department. Spawner Surveys.



Fall spawner survey data collected by Suquamish Tribe and WDFW from 1968 to current.
Includes live/dead counts for index reaches in Blackjack Creek.

Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife and Suquamish Tribe. Hatchery fish releases into
Blackjack Creek.



Includes releases of coho, steelhead, and Chinook.
No records of any trout or other fish spp. releases into Square Lake by WDFW

Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife. Steelhead Population Model Development


Joe Anderson (WDFW) is developing a steelhead population model to develop recovery goals
for Puget Sound steelhead.

Waldo, T. C. Clark, and B. Jones. 2013. Applying the NOAA-Fisheries Threshold Intrinsic Potential
Model from NHD PLUS (100K) to NHD High Resolution (24K or higher resolution). NWIFC,
August 2013.


Stream reach IP classified base on stream gradient and channel width.

Puget Sound Steelhead Technical Recovery Team (PSSTRT). 2013. Identifying Historical Populations
of Steelhead within the Puget Sound Distinct Population Segment. Final Review Draft. 149 p.


Description of steelhead population; Blackjack Creek part of the Central and South Puget
Sound MPG and the East Kitsap Winter-Run Steelhead Independent population

Puget Sound Steelhead Technical Recovery Team (PSSTRT). 2013. Viability Criteria for Puget Sound
Steelhead. Final Review Draft. 373 p.


The report has limited usefulness for Blackjack Creek because of a lack of data.

12. Instream Habitat and Biological Conditions
Haring, D., 2000. Salmonid Habitat Limiting Factors, Water Resource Area 15 (East). Washington
Conservation Commission.


Brief, qualitative description of channel conditions for Blackjack Creek and tributaries.

May, C.W., Peterson, G., 2003. Kitsap Salmonid Refugia Report. Prepared for Kitsap County.



Project identified and characterized potential salmonid conservation and restoration areas
(salmonid refugia) within Kitsap County.
Classified Blackjack in Category B (Good Quality) overall averaged score of 59%.
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one of the most productive watersheds for salmon in Kitsap
County, and due to remaining intact landscape conditions (higher levels of forest and
wetland cover, lower levels of impervious cover) in many portions of the watershed.
Also the lack of data (no quantitative habitat assessments) limits support for a higher rating.

Kitsap Public Works. Macroinvertebrate Monitoring.



Periodic monitoring since 1998. Five different sites in Blackjack watershed.
http://www.kitsapgov.com/sswm/wq_bugs.htm

Puget Sound Stream Benthos. 2016. Biotic Integrity database. Available at:
http://www.pugetsoundstreambenthos.org/ . Accessed May 2016.
13. Passage Barriers
Haring, D., 2000. Salmonid Habitat Limiting Factors, Water Resource Area 15 (East). Washington
Conservation Commission.


Lists known barriers on major stream crossings.

Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, 2016. Fish Passage and Diversion Screening Inventory.


Received GIS data and detailed site reports from WDFW database by email from Daniel
Barrett (WDFW) on March 8, 2016.

Wild Fish Conservancy. West Sound Water Type Assessment.
http://wildfishconservancy.org/projects/west-sound-watertype-assessment.



WFC are collecting field data to determine and correct water type classifications in Kitsap
County streams.
Blackjack Creek watershed was surveyed in 2013/2014 (Steve Todd sent GIS files to ESA
around March 18, 2016).

14. Water Quality
Washington Department of Ecology, 2012. Water Quality Assessment and 303(d) List.
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/wq/303d/




Current, EPA-approved assessment from 2012.
2014 Water Quality Assessment and Candidate 303(d) List submitted for EPA review in
September 2015.
Tribe will be submitting stream temperature data to Ecology in June 2016.

Kitsap Public Health District. Fecal Bacterial Pollution Monitoring.
http://www.kitsapgov.com/sswm/bacteria.htm



Kitsap County Health District conducted monthly trend monitoring of nine stream mouth
stations, and thirteen marine in the vicinity of the Sinclair Inlet Fecal Pollution Reduction
project area.
Sampling at mouth of Blackjack Creek 2008-2013.

Kitsap Public Health District, 2015. 2015 Annual Water Quality Monitoring Report.
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Blackjack Creek has low levels of bacteria and met Department of Ecology (Ecology) water
quality standards.
Also indicates stationary long-term trend in bacteria levels based on data from 1996.

Crim, E., 2014. Shellfish Restoration & Protection Project, Kitsap Public Health District.


Implements a targeted program to clean up “Prohibited” and “Closed” shellfish growing
areas, and protect “Approved” growing areas with a routine shoreline monitoring program
that locates FC “hot spots” and tracks the source(s).

Suquamish Tribe. 2016. Water Temperature monitoring in Blackjack Creek. Unpublished data
provided by Suquamish Tribe.





Stream temperature data collected by the Suquamish Tribe since 2003 in lower Blackjack
Creek ravine.
Missing years when the tribe either didn’t install a temperature logger or it got lost.
One year (2015) of temperature data for Blackjack Creek just upstream of Hwy 16 and just
downstream of Dogwood Road. Plan is to collect stream temperature at same sites (and
potentially additional sites) in 2016 and 2017.
Tribe is preparing report of stream temperature data for several streams including Blackjack
Creek (in prep).

15. Aerial Photos
U.S. Geological Survey, 1951. Scale 1:24,000.
U.S. Geological Survey, 1968. Scale 1:30,000.
U.S. Geological Survey, 1990. Digital Orthophoto Quadrangle. Scale 1:12,000 (1 meter pixel
resolution).
U.S. Department of Agriculture, National Agricultural Imagery Program Scale 1:12,000 (1 meter pixel
resolution).


2006



2009



2011



2013



2015

U.S. Geological Survey. High Resolution Orthoimagery. (1 foot pixel resolution).






2002
2005
2007
2012
2015
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Washington State Department of Ecology. Coastal Atlas v 6.2.
https://fortress.wa.gov/ecy/coastalatlas/tools/ShorePhotos.aspx.


Oblique aerial imagery of Yukon Harbor, Estuary, and Long Lake (various years from 1976/77,
early 1990s, 2006)

16. Historical Information
U.S. Bureau of Land Management. Land Status and Cadastral Survey Records.



General Land Office survey plats from 1858 shows channel location and width where stream
intersects the section line boundaries.
Selected GLO notes from Blackjack watershed will be put into GIS shapefile format by Steve
Todd, Suquamish Tribe.

17. Other Reports/Data
Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Northwest. 2010. Sinclair Inlet Enhancement Opportunities Aquascape II. Silverdale, WA.
URS Greiner, Inc. and Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC). 1999. Sinclair Inlet
Existing Conditions Data Compilation. [Only available as appendix to NAVFAC 2010]
Washington Department of Ecology, Watershed Characterization. Volumes 1 and 2:
Stanley, S., S. Grigsby, D. B. Booth, D. Hartley, R. Horner, T. Hruby, J. Thomas, P. Bissonnette,
R. Fuerstenberg, J. Lee, P. Olson, George Wilhere. 2011. Puget Sound
Characterization. Volume 1: The Water Resources Assessments (Water Flow and
Water Quality). Washington State Department of Ecology. Publication #11-06-016.
Olympia, WA.
Wilhere, G.F., T. Quinn, D. Gombert, J. Jacobson, and A. Weiss. 2013. A Coarse-scale
Assessment of the Relative Value of Small Drainage Areas and Marine Shorelines for
the Conservation of Fish and Wildlife Habitats in Puget Sound Basin. Washington
Department Fish and Wildlife, Habitat Program, Olympia, Washington.
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Errata Sheet
December 31,2017
For the: Blackjack Creek Watershed Assessment and Protection and Restoration Plan Synthesis
of Existing Data and Reports Memorandum (ESA, 2016)

Please note the following corrections to the synthesis memo:
1. Page 23, the correct date for the Griebel Property purchase by the Great Peninsula Conservancy
is August 10, 2006 not 2015.
2. Page 23, the correct date for the Wiltermood/Nash Conservation Easment by the Great
Peninsula Conservancy is October 1, 1991 and not unknown.

Appendix B
Blackjack Creek Strategies and
Sub-Strategies

Blackjack Creek Watershed Plan: Strategies and Sub-strategies
Strategy

Sub-strategies

Description

Application

Expected Benefits to Salmonids

Expected Ecosystem Process Benefits

P1. Protect
Blackjack Creek
habitat
conditions

P1.1.
Acquisitions
and
conservation
easements

Protect upland, wetland, and riparian habitats that are minimally impaired
by floodplain modifications and have an intact riparian forested corridor
through acquisition or conservation easements. This strategy addresses the
most critical stressor on ecosystem components, the conversion of land
cover for residential, commercial, and industrial uses (A1, A2, A3). By
limiting conversion of land cover, this strategy addresses riparian and
floodplain processes by protecting peak and base streamflow, sediment
loading, in-stream wood presence and recruitment, channel and floodplain
complexity, water temperature, and food chain support. This strategy may
also be needed to implement certain restoration actions.

Watershed

Improved egg to fry survival from reduced exposure to bed
scour and substrate composition more suitable to spawning and
egg survival (substrate size and reduced fine sediment).

Riparian conditions maintained.

Reach/Site

Improved chum fry survival from improved stream margin
habitat complexity and increased side channel complexity.
Improved juvenile coho and steelhead summer and overwinter
survival (sediment loading, streamflow, habitat structural
complexity, water temperature, and food chain).
Improved adult habitat utilization from increased availability
and quality.

Stressor(s) addressed: Land conversion (A1, A2, A3); Terrestrial habitat
fragmentation (B)

P1.2. Improve
compliance
and/or
strengthen
land use
regulations

Improve compliance with land use regulations through better enforcement
and landowner practice and also strengthen regulations to protect
watershed functions and upland, wetland, and riparian habitats. This
includes development standards that maintain a cumulative forest cover and
effective impervious surface; planning mechanisms and incentives to use a
watershed-based approach, including transfer of development rights; and
locating and designing development that is informed by and consistent with
spatial information developed as part of this watershed assessment. This
strategy addresses riparian and floodplain processes by protecting
headwater and floodplain wetlands, and protecting and restoring riparian
functions such as shade, in-stream wood presence and recruitment, and
natural bank stabilization.

Increased stream shading and reduced solar radiation.
Natural bank stabilization.
Water temperatures maintained.
Floodplain processes maintained.
Headwater and floodplain wetlands protected.
Peak streamflow protected.
Sediment loading and rates maintained.
Increased instream wood presence and recruitment.
Channel and floodplain complexity.
Food chain support.

Watershed

Improved egg to fry survival from reduced exposure to bed
scour and substrate composition more suitable to spawning and
egg survival (substrate size and reduced fine sediment).
Improved chum fry survival from improved stream margin
habitat complexity and increased side channel complexity.
Improved juvenile coho and steelhead summer and overwinter
survival (sediment loading, streamflow, habitat structural
complexity, water temperature, and food chain).

Riparian conditions maintained.
Increased stream shading and reduced solar radiation.
Natural bank stabilization.
Floodplain processes maintained.
Headwater and floodplain wetlands protected.
Improved water quality (e.g., temperatures, dissolved
oxygen levels, pollutants).

Improved adult habitat utilization from increased availability
and quality.

Stressor(s) addressed: Land conversion (A1, A2, A3); Terrestrial habitat
fragmentation (B)

P1.3 Protect
(and improve
understanding
of) instream
low flow
conditions

Protect instream flow conditions important for salmonids by protecting
aquifer recharge areas, implementing actions that enhance or promote
groundwater exchange with surface waters, ensuring that permitted and
permit-exempt uses account for instream flows, and through providing
education and outreach. In addition, the strategy includes developing a
better understanding of the relationship between groundwater and surface
water in the watershed, including groundwater extraction (abstraction), and
its effect on low flow conditions by evaluating existing data, modeling, and
other information. This strategy addresses both a near-term action and an
important data gap regarding groundwater-surface water continuity, the
type and amount of out-of-stream water uses (i.e., exempt or permitted
groundwater wells and surface water withdrawals), and the effect on
summer low flows in the watershed.
Stressor(s) addressed: Altered low flows from land cover change (K1);
Altered low flows from climate change (K2); Altered low flows from
withdrawals (K3)

Watershed

Improved juvenile coho and steelhead summer survival
(streamflow, water temperature, and food chain).

Base streamflow protected.

Strategy

Sub-strategies

R1. Reconnect isolated habitats
and remove barriers to fish
passage

Description

Application

Expected Benefits to Salmonids

Expected Ecosystem Process Benefits

Reconnect isolated habitats and improve fish passage through removal of
barriers and replacement of culverts or other artificial structures. This
strategy focuses on restoring longitudinal connectivity at road crossings,
improving sediment and organic material supply and transport, nutrient
cycling, and the timing and volume of water.

Reach/Site

Increased adult access to spawning habitat.

Restored longitudinal connectivity at road crossings.

Increased access by juvenile coho and steelhead to moderate to
high quality habitats (e.g., Upper Ruby Creek, Upper Blackjack
Creek, and Square Creek).

Improved sediment and organic material supply and
transport.

Reduced impact of partial barriers to behavior of migrating
adults.

Improved instream processes (nutrient cycling, food
chain support, and detritus).

Stressor(s) addressed: Culverts as fish passage barriers (E2) ; In-channel
structural barriers to water, sediment, debris flows (M1)

R2. Restore wetland and
floodplain storage processes

Rehabilitate, enhance, or create wetland areas and floodplains to restore
natural flood storage processes. This strategy addresses the loss of storage
functions in the upper and middle portions of the watershed where
wetlands and stream reaches have been altered from past development or
reduced beaver activity. Improving wetland and floodplain storage in upper
portions of watershed would act as a buffer against increased bank erosion
from peak flows that occur downstream in the steeper portions of the
stream that have erodible deposits. This strategy also addresses loss of
groundwater recharge functions by improving instream habitat conditions of
summer base flows, dissolved oxygen, and temperature, as well as providing
water quality benefits.

Improved habitat near and downstream of barrier from restored
sediment and organic material supply and transport.
Reach/Site

R2.1 Riverine

Restore lateral connectivity of riparian and floodplain areas through removal
of constraints such as bank armor, ditches, or undersized culverts. This
strategy focuses on allowing lateral channel migration, promoting or
restoring the formation of side channels and off-channel habitats, floodplain
connectivity, storing fine sediment, and decreasing stream energy during
peak flow events. This strategy also addresses loss of groundwater recharge
functions by increasing the lateral extent of the hyporheic zone thereby
reducing summer water temperatures and maintaining base flows.

Habitat connectivity restored.

Improved egg to fry survival from reduced exposure to bed
scour and substrate composition more suitable to spawning and
egg survival (substrate size and reduced fine sediment).

Improved flood storage.

Improved juvenile coho and steelhead summer and overwinter
survival (sediment loading, streamflow, habitat structural
complexity, water temperature, and food chain).

Buffered bank erosion.

Improved adult habitat utilization from increased availability
and quality of adult holding habitats (hydrologic and sediment
regime and in-stream habitats).

Improved instream habitat conditions (summer base
flows).
Restored hydrologic processes (stormwater retention,
attenuation, and infiltration) and reduced peak flows.
Improved water quality (e.g., temperatures, dissolved
oxygen levels, pollutants).

Restored hydrologic processes (stormwater retention,
attenuation, and infiltration).

Stressor(s) addressed: Terrestrial and freshwater species disturbance in
natural landscapes (G2); Altered peak flows from land cover change (J1);
Altered peak flows from climate change (J2); Changes in water temperature
from local causes (X3)

R3. Remove
constraints to
lateral
connectivity

Improved localized hydrology.

Improved water quality.

Reach/Site

Improved egg to fry survival from reduced exposure to bed
scour (flood flows) and substrate composition more suitable to
spawning and egg survival (floodplain storage of fine sediment).

Allowing lateral channel migration.

Improved chum fry survival from improved stream margin
habitat complexity and increased side channel complexity.

Formation of side channels and off-channel habitats.

Improved juvenile coho and steelhead survival during summer
from increased habitat complexity, pools, side channels, and
thermal refugia.

Stressor(s) addressed: In-channel structural barriers to water, sediment,
debris flows (M1); Reduced impacts from incised stream channels and
disconnected side channels

Improved juvenile coho survival during winter from increased inchannel complexity, and floodplain habitat complexity and
quantity.

Restored sediment and organic material supply,
storage, and transport.
Decreased stream energy during peak flow events.
Improved floodplain connectivity.
Increased lateral extent of hyporheic zone thereby
reducing summer water temperatures and base flows.

Improved juvenile steelhead survival during winter from
increased in-channel habitat complexity and flood flow refuge.

R2.2 Tidal

Restore lateral connectivity of estuary through removal of nearshore fill,
bridge abutments, and bank armor. This strategy focuses on allowing tidal
exchange, formation of distributary channels, tidal marsh, and fluvial
deposition.
Stressor(s) addressed: Shoreline hardening and stabilization (C) and
nearshore fill

Reach/Site

Reduced impact of partial barriers to juvenile utilization of
estuarine habitats.
Improved adult habitat utilization from increased availability
and quality of adult holding habitats.

Formation of distributary channels.
Improved tidal exchange.
Lateral estuarine connectivity restored.
Fluvial deposition.

Strategy

Sub-strategies

R4. Restore riparian processes

Description

Application

Expected Benefits to Salmonids

Expected Ecosystem Process Benefits

Restore riparian processes through the planting of native vegetation along
riparian corridors along with removal of non-native invasive vegetation. This
strategy addresses riparian processes of long-term wood recruitment,
stream shading, bank and floodplain stability and complexity, and food chain
support.

Reach/Site

Improved egg to fry survival from reduced exposure to bed
scour and substrate composition more suitable to spawning and
egg survival (substrate size and reduced fine sediment).

Improved long-term recruitment of wood.

Improved chum fry survival from improved stream margin
habitat complexity and increased side channel complexity.
Improved juvenile coho and steelhead survival during summer
from increased habitat complexity and pools.

Stressor(s) addressed: Terrestrial habitat fragmentation (B); Displacement
by non-native species (R2); Changes in water temperature from local causes
(X3)

Greater and improved streambank and floodplain
stability and complexity.
Improved stream shading.
Food chain support.

Improved juvenile coho survival during winter from increased inchannel complexity, and floodplain habitat complexity and
quantity.
Improved juvenile steelhead survival during winter from
increased in-channel habitat complexity and flood flow refuge.
Improved adult habitat utilization from increased availability
and quality of adult holding habitats.

R5. Place in-channel large woody
debris

Prevent further channel incision and improve habitat through placement of
in-channel large woody material. This strategy focuses on increasing the
amount of instream wood to increase hydraulic roughness and restore
channel complexity in the intermediate period while riparian forests are
developing. Wood placement promotes scour and deposition processes that
form complex substrate, pools and bars, and secondary channel formation.

Reach/Site

Improved egg to fry survival from reduced exposure to bed
scour and substrate composition more suitable to spawning and
egg survival (substrate size and reduced fine sediment).
Improved chum fry survival from improved stream margin
habitat complexity and increased side channel complexity.
Improved juvenile coho and steelhead survival during summer
from increased habitat complexity and pools.

Stressor(s) addressed: Land conversion (A1, A2, A3); Terrestrial habitat
fragmentation (B); Reduced impacts from incised stream channels and
disconnected side channels

Increased amount of instream wood.
Channel complexity restored.
Increased hydraulic roughness.
Improved scour and deposition processes that form
complex substrate, pools and bars, and secondary
channels.

Improved juvenile coho survival during winter from increased inchannel complexity, and floodplain habitat complexity and
quantity.
Improved juvenile steelhead survival during winter from
increased in-channel habitat complexity and flood flow refuge.
Improved adult habitat utilization from increased availability
and quality of adult holding habitats.

R6. Improve habitat conditions
within and adjacent to agricultural
lands

Reduce habitat impacts on agricultural lands through development and
implementation of farm plans or other programs that restore riparian and
floodplain functions. This strategy also focuses on reducing unrestricted
livestock access to streams and the potential for damaging vegetation and
bank erosion through exclusion methods.
Stressor(s) addressed: Non-point source, non-persistent toxic chemicals in
aquatic systems (V2); Changes in water temperature from local causes (X3) ;
Terrestrial habitat fragmentation (B); Reduced impacts from incised stream
channels and disconnected side channels

Watershed
Reach/Site

Improved egg to fry survival from reduced exposure to bed
scour and substrate composition more suitable to spawning and
egg survival (substrate size and reduced fine sediment).

Higher streambank and floodplain stability and
complexity.

Improved chum fry survival from improved stream margin
habitat complexity and increased side channel complexity.

Improved water quality (e.g., temperatures, dissolved
oxygen levels, pollutants).

Improved juvenile coho and steelhead survival during summer
from increased habitat complexity and pools.
Improved juvenile coho survival during winter from increased inchannel complexity, and floodplain habitat complexity and
quantity.
Improved juvenile steelhead survival during winter from
increased in-channel habitat complexity and flood flow refuge.
Improved adult habitat utilization from increased availability
and quality of adult holding habitats.

Reduced erosion.

Strategy

Sub-strategies

R7. Improve stormwater
attenuation capacity within and
adjacent to residential areas

Description

Application

Expected Benefits to Salmonids

Expected Ecosystem Process Benefits

Improve flood storage and attenuation processes by implementing low
impact development activities such as new stormwater runoff facilities,
facility retrofits, flow control and water quality treatment for stormwater
runoff. This strategy addresses the negative effects of altered stormwater
runoff regimes associated with increased impervious surface coverage by
restoring natural storage functions that protect/restore hydrologic regime.

Watershed

Improved adult habitat utilization from increased availability
and quality of adult holding habitats.

Improve flood storage.

Reach/Site

Improved water quality (e.g., temperatures, dissolved
oxygen levels, pollutants).
Improved groundwater recharge and protection of flow
regime.

Stressor(s) addressed: Altered peak flows from land cover change (J1); Nonpoint source, non-persistent toxic chemicals in aquatic systems (V2); Nonpoint source conventional water pollutants (X2); Changes in water
temperature from local causes (X3); Increased erosion/sediment transport
and downstream erosion; increased stream channel capacity and flood flow
that creates incised stream channels.

R8. Debris Prevention and
Removal

Improve water quality and instream habitat structure and condition through
the prevention and removal of accumulated litter and artificial debris such
as rubble, riprap, and other refuse. This strategy addresses aesthetic and
environmental health issues (i.e., garbage and human waste) in localized
areas. In some areas, this strategy also addresses degraded habitat
conditions by removing artificial impediments to habitat-forming processes
that support sediment and organic material supply and transport, nutrient
cycling, and localized hydrology.

Restored stormwater and flood attenuation processes
and reduction in peak flows.

Watershed
Reach/Site

Improved adult habitat utilization from increased availability
and quality of adult holding habitats.

Restored sediment and organic material supply and
transport, nutrient cycling, and localized hydrology.
Improved water quality.

Stressor(s) addressed: In-channel structural barriers to water, sediment,
debris flows (M1); Non-point source, non-persistent toxic chemicals in
aquatic systems (V2); Non-point source conventional water pollutants (X2);
Garbage and Solid Waste (i.e, rubbish and other solid materials including
those that entangle wildlife) (9.4 in PSRITT); Work and Other Activities (i.e.,
people spending time in or traveling in natural environments for reasons
other than recreation or military activities) (6.3 in PSRITT)

R9. Public Involvement

Support citizen-based watershed monitoring groups and landowner
education programs about habitat protection through development,
funding, or assistance. This strategy focuses on the support and promotion
of community education and outreach in the watershed such as planting and
weed removal events, rain garden construction and maintenance
workshops, and interpretative programs. Potential focus areas for
community education include: the benefits of native plant species to the
ecosystem and salmonids; ecological role and benefits of beaver on the
landscape; protection of native plant communities (forests, wetlands), and
soils; the relationship between impervious surface and aquatic habitat
conditions; the protection of natural hydrologic regimes through stormwater
retention and LID techniques; the protection of salmonid habitat through
stormwater treatment; and, the protection of salmonid habitat through
increased water conservation and reduced groundwater extraction
(abstraction).
Stressor(s) addressed: Terrestrial habitat fragmentation (B); Terrestrial and
freshwater species disturbance in human dominated areas (G1); Non-point
source, non-persistent toxic chemicals in aquatic systems (V2); Non-point
source conventional water pollutants (X2)

Watershed

Improved adult habitat utilization from increased availability
and quality.

Greater understanding of the health of Blackjack Creek
system.

Improved juvenile coho and steelhead summer survival
(streamflow, water temperature, and food chain).

Broader acceptance of low impact development
approaches and actions.

Appendix C
Blackjack Creek Results Chains

